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In Murray and
Calloway County
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And In County
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Around
Murray

In Our 110th Year
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Afternoon, April 2, 1969
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Murrayan Awarded
Distinguished
Service Cross

10* Per Copy

Long Trail Ends For Ike Today
With Burial In His Hometown
Sgt. Wesley Davis
Serving In Vietnam

Abilene Crowded With Many
People Who Pay Respects

More Warrents Are
Countian Dies Issued
Fifteen Get
Involving
#t Her Home Saturday Incident Certificates

Annual Meeting
Of WSCS Is Set
•
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Now In Progress
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The following story has been
released y the US. Army and
concerns First Lieutenant Rulon C. Allen, Jr., whose wife
Hrs. Linda Allen is attending
We don't know why it shakes Murray State University as a
as up, but when we get to the graduate student.
office and find we forgot to
The story is being reprinted
get a handkerchief before we here for the interest of friends
Mit the house, we get the feel- of Lt. and Mrs. Allen.
ing that we are not complete. SAIGON (10, USAHAC) —The
Not really shook up, you un- cross shaped piece of bronze
Army Sergeant First Clam
derstand, but sort of a chagrin with attached bright maroon
Wesley P. Davis, son of Boyd
-at forgetting it.
and purple ribbon that symboF. Davis, Sr., of Paris, Tenn,
lizes the nation's second highRoute Three, was assigned Feb\ s lust like consistency, that's est combat decoration was pins
By MERRIMAN SMITH
ruary 4 to Phu Lam Signal Batthe train could be joined by
Ill. Another name for it ill ed on the youthful lieutenant as
UPI Whits House Reporter
talion, US. Army Strategic
President Nixon flying from
Stick in the mud".
80 Military Policemen, standing
ABILENE, Kan. (UPI) — The Washington.
Communications Command in
in a four-company formation,
Vietnam, as a communications body of Dwight D. Eisenhower
There are two viewpoints on watched in silence.
They would proceed together
equipment maintenance man. was returned to his homeland
consistency.
Someone
said In the MACV Annex area of
His wife, Ora, lives in Hazel. on the plains of Kansas today through town to the former
"Consistency thou are a jewel". Tan Son Nhut, First Lieutenant
His mother, Mrs. Flossie M. for burial beneath a carillon president's burial crypt which
However someone else said Hulon C. Allen Jr., assigned to
playing the West Point Alma he, himself, ordered built long
Davis, lives in Atlanta, Ga.
"Consistency is the hobgoblin Bravo Company of U.S Army
before he conceded a losing
Mater.
HOME
students
NURSING
are
CLASS
Wee
correct
Mail*
the
way
to take and record
of little minds."
Headquarters Area Command's
battle to heart disease which
The
special
train
bearing
the
temperature.
a
to
Leet
right,
Mrs.
Miss
lay.
Delta
Morris,
Mary Good
Mrs. Lorraine Hayes,
716th Military Police Battalion,
former president and World took his life Friday.
•t
dat,riously
ion
though, the first quo- was at rigid attention as Gen- Instructor, Mrs. Norma Paschall, and Mrs. Corrine Fester._
War II hero-general with a
The funeral train draped with
calls for a person to be eral Creighton W. Abrams Comflags and black crepe paper
sonsinent in his thinking, man- manding General of the Milimoved slowly and quietly into
The Murray Jaycees held a
ner, dependability, etc. The tary Assistance Command, VietIke's hometown at 7 a.m. about
meeting last night at the Trisecond quotation merely says nam, presented the Distinguish2,000 people standing eight and
angle Restaurant and the main
that anyone who holds to a cer- ed Service Cross to him and
10 deep were there to honor
order of business was the electtain thinking and will not then, shaking his hand, conhis last return
ion of new officers for the comchange for any reason, in other gratulated him.
ing year.
words, has a closed mind to
The whole thing began last
Half an hour after the train
More warrants have been isThe new officers are as fol,
anyone else's opinion, has a December 4. Lieutenant
arrived, Abilene residents stragsued for Gary Kilgore and
Vitle mind. A ,person_ should 26, Murrey„_Kyvas checking - Mrs. Sam (Bula Mae) Christ- ICharles Colson regarding the ingled along the city's roped-off
Fifteen persons received their lows; Van Waugh, President;
Ray Elkins, Internal Vice Preof Murray - Route One,
pave conifciOn, however when security posts during- ffse
sidewalks under a thermometer
—early
cident involving Richard Spann home nursing certificates this
La proven that he is wrong, morning hours in the Gis Dinh near Stella, passed away Tues- land his female companion last week after completing the sident; Paul Shapiro, External
on the Abilene National Bank
then he must accept this fact, section of Saigon. While he was day at eight p. m. at her home. Saturday night, according to the course sponsored by the Amer- Vice President; Hoyt Wyatt,
which registered just two deThe deceased was 79 years
Secretary; and Joe Doran, TreaMid change his outlook.
traveling by jeep between posts,
grees above freezing at 34.
office of Calloway County Judge ican Red Cross.
of
age
and
was
the
surer.daughter
Elected
of
to
serve
on the
he was hit on the shoulder by
Mrs. Lorraine Hayes was the
Hall McCuiston and the office
The people who mourned Ike
Pierce Kirkland and Louella
Some people hold to certain a grenade.
of Callinty Sheriff Fannie Stub- director of the course meeting Board of Directors were Jerry
did so with soft breath, that
Grant
Kirkland.
She
Windsor,
was
Joe Alibritten, George
born blefield.
All he shouted a warning tc
at the Murray-Calloway County
(Continued On Pees 13)
turned to steamy mist in the
the two other passengers, he July 15, 1889.
The warrants are "for taking Library each Thursday evening Metcalf, CharleS Tubbs and
chilly morning air.
She and her husband who and damaging
Gene
McCutcheon.
attempted to throw it out of
for
practice
unlawfully, but
sessions.
the jeep but was unable to as survives were married on Sep- without felonious intent", "disThe members' viewed the The new officers will be inWith his valiant widow, Mathe grenade rolled around the tember 23, 1911, and would have orderly conduct", "assault and films shown on rry twice stalled at an installation bancelebrated their 58th wedding
mie, members of the family and
floor of the moving vehicle.
battery", and "flourishing a weekly Materials for the sess- quet on April 15.
Eisenhower's most successful
Thowing himself on the dead- anniversary this year. She was'deadly weapon", according to ion were partly furnished by
The annual meeting of the
a faithful member of the West
political protege, President RiMemphis Conference Women's ly piece of live ordinance, 3e Fork Baptist Church until she the warranants issued after af- the Library and the Red Cross
chard M. Nixon in sad attendfidavitts had been signed by Home Nursing manual was used
Society of Christian Service will shielded the two men until they became ill.
ance, the departed leader was
General Eisenhower
escaped.
Deputy
then
He
jumped
from
as
Sheriff
Gene
a
Parker.
text.
be held at First United MethodSurvivors are her husband,
to be buried about 12:30 p.m.
Some of the things taught ir
small band of grieving family EST
ist Church in Union City, Ten- the jeep and managed to dive Sam; one daughter, Mrs Mart- Two juveniles have also been
beneath the floor of a
charged
for
cover
regarding
just
as
grenade
the
this
the
course
incident.
were the proper way
and friends ended its long over- starkly
nessee, on April 10-11, 1969.
in (Bronzie Nell) Young of Mursimple meditation chaland journey from Washington pel 200
Mrs. Dennis E. Page of Trenton, exploded, engulfing the vehicle ray Route One; two sons, S. E. Other incidents at other times to take temperature and pulse
Registration
for
1969-70
the
feet from the little
in the county of the same nat- readings, the care of bed pateonference president, will pro- in flames.
term of kindergarten at Memor- on a railroad - freight track be- white prairie house where
Ohristenberry of Detroit, Mick, ure are
he
also being investigated. ient, and good nutrition habits.
The citation accompanying and J. D.
tween
Mulberry
d& at all sessions.
and
Cedar
ial
Baptist
Church,
Main and
Christenberry of Ha- according to the
spent his boyhood.
Sherrif's office. 'Those completing the course 10th
streets
in
midtown
"We've climbed the hill, The the award concluded, "Lieuten- zel Park, Mich.
Abilene.
Streets, is now in proA hearing for the juveniles were Bobbie Evans, Jay Walls,
After the funeral car was
tain lies ahead" is the ant Allen's extraordinary heroAlso surviving are two grand- was
Chose Grave •
held Monday afternoon and J. Raymond Jones, Linda Dono- gress.
ine and devotion to duty were daughters, Mrs.
e of the meeting.
All children who will be fire parked by railroad officials, an
Waburn (Bren- ' was continued until
Eisenhower's
Friday, sic- ho, Detta Morris, Desire Mc- years
interment in a
Army
...Members of the Wesleyan in keeping with the highest tra- da) Wyatt of Murray Route One ,
mortuary
officer went
old by December 31 are
aboard for a ceremonial inspec- grave which he chose himself,
Orrice Guild of the conference ditions of the military service and Miss Joan Christenberry of cording to the Judge's office. Cuiston, Eva Willoughby. Eva eligible for enrollment.
was to be completed about 1
Henry, Codell Williams, Barwill have a session Friday night, and reflect great credit upon Detroit, Mich.; three grandThe sessions will be conduct- tion of the casket, at the head p.m., barring
delays caused by
bara Todd, Norma Paschall, ed in the mornings
of
which
April 11, and a morning sess- himself, his unit, and the U& sons, Larry Young of Puryear,
stood
the
national
colfrom 8:30
weather or crowds along the
Corrine Foster, Clare Stubble p.m. until 11:30
ors
and
the
ion on Saturday, concluding at Army."
presidential
Tenn., Don and Glen Christen.
flag.
p.m,
Guests at the ceremony in- berry-of Hazel
field, Steve Stern, Julia Jones
So began what the Army call- last few miles of Union Pacific
Omm
Park, Mich.;
Interested parents may regisLieutenant
General three great grandchildren,
and
Mrs.
ed
a "period of repose" be- Railroad track into Abilene.
•Women's Society members cluded
Goodley.
Kerter their children at the Churc
neath
the stern protection of
Dressed in his World War Ill
SO begin registering on Thurs.- Frank T. Mildren, Deputy Con. ry, Terry, and Stephanie Wyatt. FRANKFORT, Ky. in —
office or call 753-3182 for more
a joint honor guard represent- uniform of short green "Ike"
Ow, April 10, at 8:30 a.m., with mending General of U.S. Army,
Funeral services will be held Kentucky in fiscal 1968 ranked
information.
ing all of the armed services— jacket and tan trousers which
first session to begin at Vietnam; Colonel William H. Thursday at two p. in. at the 34th among the 50 states in ,the
Brandenbury. commanding of- West Fork Baptist
a brief period until the Eisen- his officer — generation called
Church with amount of state taxes paid per
hower family and friends aboard "PINKS' "Eisenhower rested in
Morning meditations for the ficer of the 18th MP Brigade; Rev. Heyward Roberts and Rev capital, a report issued by the
sleeting will be led by Mrs. and Colonel Eugene J. Murdock, Leon Penick officiating.
a steel-gray casket.
Legislative Research Commiscommanding
officer
of the 80th
Burial will be in the West sion LRC today shows.
W. B. Landrum, a former Field
P'orit Cemetery with the arrange- In terms of personal income,
The little structure of simpliWorker with the Board of Mias- MP Group.
M. H. Ryan of Murray has
In his remarks after the pre- ments by the J. H.
city Eisenhower named "Place
less and a frequent visitor in
Churchill Kentucky taxation ranked 40th been commissioned a Kentucky
of Meditation" was built, at his
The eighth grade class of the
the conference. Rev. 0. Gerald sentation, General Abrams sta- Funeral Home where Mends among the states, according to
instruction, as part of EisenTrigg of Clarksville. Indiana, ted that the Military Police and may call.
the LRC report, prepared by the Colonel by Gov. Louie B Nunn slew Concord Elementary School
Senior
Citizens
will
The
Club
Western Kentucky University in recognition of his two years will present two one act plays have its regular meeting at the hower Center, a memorial and
swill address the Thursday III0771- especially the men of the 716th
tax research center and the as president of the Kentucky on Friday, April 4, at seven Community Center on Ellis research complex of four buildMg session. Thursday afternoon were an example of the image
School
Association p.m. at the school.
Boards
LRC staff.
Mn Cornelia Lake Smith, mem- the Army is trying to achieve
Drive on Friday, April 4, at 12 ings for his papers, books, many
"Redin', `Rain', and %Mime- noon.
medals, flags and swords.
The report does not reflect (KSBA).
aer of the Women's Division in Vietnam. Both in the city and
Gov. Nunn presented the col- tic" and "Feuding
in battle they set an example
much of the higher tax load
staff, will be the speaker.
Mountain
A potluck luncheon will be
oneicy
speaking
after
banat
a
in
conduct
for
all
military men.
voted by the 1968 Legislature
Boys" are the titles of the two served. Hostesses are Mrs. HildThursday evening slides of
Two preachers who knew the
Larry Tucker and Jerry because the study period
end- quet during the 1969 KSBA plays to be presented by the red Sharpe, Mrs Katie Over- president will lead the religious
ths Atlanta Inner City Ministry
Tucker, sons of Mr. and Mrs. ed June 30, 1968. The
State
Convention
on
March
24students.
period
services, first on the steps of
eel be shown and narrated by
cast, and Mrs. Essie Blalock.
James Tucker of Kirksey Route included only two months'
Louisville. Ryan, who is
The admission is 25 cents for
col- 26 in
Br. Charles E. Wilson, Jr. Rev.
Bryan Tolley, president, urg- the lAbrary Building, then final
One, have received their jun- lection of the 5 per cent sales ,chairman of the Murray Inde- students and 50 cents
for adults. es all members te attend this intelEent beneath the stone
Amy F. Cerlew, Executive Dirpendent Board of Education, The public is
ior membership in the Arnett- tax and none of the $7.50
invited to attend. important meeting this month. chapel floor.
inMeer of the United Methodist
presided over both the banquet
can Jersey Cattle Club.
crease in auto license fees.
Neighborhood Centers in Mem- Holy Communion will be adBoth boys are active memBetween 1958 and 1-968 Ken- and the convention.
They were the Rev. Robert
phis, will tell the story of the ministered on Maundy Thursbers of the CH Club and have tucky's per capita rank advanH. MacA.skill of the First Presbiller City Ministry in Memphis. day, April 3, froth six to seven
shown their registered Jerseys ced from 44th to 34th among .-Also at the banquet, Ryan
byterian Church in Gettysburg,
be meeting will close with p.m. at the First United Me- in shows
was presented with a plaque
for the pest two years. the states.
Pa., and the Rev. Dean Miller
Communion on Friday thodist Church.
from
appreciation
KSBA
"in
Larry
is
a
seventh
grade
Kentucky's per capita taxaof the Palm Desert, Calif., ComDr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
Milrning.
for distinguished service to the
student and Jerry a fifth grade
munity Church.
,Aocal societies within the will administer the Sacrament student at Kirksey School. tion ranking advanced only in schools of Kentucky" while
the sales tax category in the
Memphis Conference are urged in the sanctuary. Persons may Their parents operate a
serving
president
as
the
of
Grade last 10 years. In income, tobacBorn In Texas
la have a delegate and as Many come and leave at any time dur- A Dairy farm.
co, liquor, road, severance and statewide associaticn.
Members as possible to attend. ing this period.
Eisenhower was born 78
other tax categories, Kentucky
The Thursday before Easter
Elected to succeed Ryan M By TERRANCE W. McGARRY miles over the barren Mexican years
ago in Denison. Tex., but
taxation declined in relation to KSBA', top post was F. C. Brycommemorates the night that
BAftROTERAN. Mexico (UPI) countryside.
CAR FIRE
he Spent his boyhood in Abithe other states.
Rescuers Stand By
Jesus ate the Last Supper with
an, a Mt. Sterling attorney. Ry- — Juana Velazquez rocked back
lene. It was from this old cowHis disciples and gave the
an has served the maximum of and fourth on the edge of a
town with its rich frontier tradThe Murray Fire Department
Church the Sacrament of Holy
two terms permitted by the or- bed in her three room cement
Rescuers were forced to stand itions Eisenhower set out for
THREE CITED
Communion, according to the answered a call lest night about
ganization's constitution. RI will block house. Two children tugg- by for hours Tuesday, testing
Baird row*Latorodelensal
the 'US. Military Academy of
10:18 p.m. to a oar fire at Story
church bulletin.
remain on the association's ex- ed at her skirts and her 13- the air in the mine and waiting
West Point class of 1915 and a
and Meadowlane. Firemen Aaid
Three
persons
were
cited
Antonio
Juan
stood
son
year-old
ay
committee
of
bone
and
ecutive
bp United Press International
until pockets of methane and celebrated career which took
the flames were from the car- the Murray Police Department
cry.
not
did
nearby.
She
directors,
however, as imInedMostly cloudy and mild today
carbon monoxide gas cleared him to the pineacles of history.
buretor and damage was re- on Tuesday. They were for
Her husband. Genovo Velaz- enough
late past president of KSBA.
through Thursday with scatterfor them to enter.
ported to the paint on the car. speeding, reckless driving,
While he regarded Gettysquez, 52, has been a miner for
and
ea showers ending, Thursday.
burg as his adult "home" — it
The car was being driven by disregarding a stop sign,
During a meeting of the 30 years, toiling under the hot
AcHigh today 60s east to 701 west.
"There
is
almost
no chance was the first house he ever ownassociation's flat desert for 300 pesos-$24-a
boards
cording to the citation reports. school
Word has been received of Arlene Stalls.
hew tonight 40. north, 50s in
any of the men will be found ed — his emotional
board of directors during the month.
ties to Kanthe south. A little cooler north the death of Mrs, Wayne Beale,
alive,"
said Jean Heitz, a sas were so deep that he
three-clay convention. Ryan was "They're all dead," she moanwanted
formerly of Murray, who died
Thursday.
French engineer who runs the to be buried here
selected as one of Kentucky's
among his
Tuesday at KnoxvWe, Tenn.
ed, on the verge of tears. mines.
4;.4
National
two
souvenirs
delegates
the
to
and
in a land which
Survivors are her husband,
"They're all dead down there.
Kentucky Lake: 7 mm. 354.5,
School Boards Association conhe recalled from childhood as
We all know that."
op 0.1; below dam, 307.4, down Wayne Beale of Knoxville,
bodies
found
first
One
the
of
vention on April 12-15 in Miami
pleasant and uncomplicated. It
Tenn, one daughter, and two
Husband Trapped
0.4.
was that of rescue worker Ped- was, in the fullest sense,
Beach, Florida. This will mark
a restHer husband was one of the ro Balances, apparently killed
Barkley Lake: 7 am 354.5, grandchildren.
ing place.
the fifth consecutive year that men trapped below the surface
Mrs. Ardath Cannon and Mrs.
re 0.1; below darn, 311.3, down
pocket
gas
a
of
by
tried
as
he
Ryan has represented Kentucky Monday when explosions rumThis was a day of highest
Kelly Cromwell of Murray are
1.3.
in the 100-member delegate as- bled through shafts 2 and 3 of to find the trapped men.
ceremony for Abilene. Many resisters-in-law of the deceased.
Sunrise 5:41; sunset 8:30.
Most
the
thought
were
of
rest
sembly of the national organi- the Altos hornos coal mine,
sidents who knew "Ike" only
Funeral and burial services
Moon it. 6:30 p.m.
to be in a huge working area
zation.
will be held in Knoxville,
causing cave-ins and generating two miles into the echoing tun- from history books felt the emoPrior to assuming the KSBA clouds of poison gas.
tional impact as artillery saTenn.
presidency in March, 1967, Ry- Officials feared 156 persons nels and almost 800 feet under- lute batteries boomed practice
FIVO-OAY PORSCAST
ground.
an served two years as the asrounds Tuesday night while the
e.LOULSVILLE Ky. (UPI) —
NOW YOU KNOW
in all were dead. Twenty-one
sociation's vice president. He bodies were recovered .,late
The five-day Kentucky weather
With more than one in eight flag and black crepe-draped
had previously served the or- Tuesday and
k. Thursday through Mon.' by United Press International
135 men were still of the town's 8,000 inhabitants train was still many miles aganization as director-at-large lost in the black tunnels.
working in the mines, the trag- way.
The European cuckoo not on
and as regional chairman.
From predawn hours until the
peratures will average 3 ly lays its egg In the nest ot
Tale waiters peered into the edy affected almost every tameRyan has been a member of entrance of the shaft as canvas, ly.
anticipated heavy flow of dignith 7 degrees above the normal another bird but also completes
the Murray school board for 13 wrapped bridles were handed
WI highs and 38-47 lows.
Its deceptapn by throwing out
Relatives and friends watched taries and other visitors subsidveers, and has been chairman out from man to man. Eight the bodies loaded into ambulan- ed, the armed forces were in
Rainfall will average up to a one of the eggs belonging to
for eight years. He has owned
quarter inch around the week- the unsuspecting foster
bodies, blown fromathe shafts, ces — and then trudged down control of most movement with.
parand managed the Ryan Shoe were recovered shortly lifter the road to
MM.
ents.- the mining" com- -in ,the *enter of Abtiene and
-PRESIDENFM-ft-IYAN
Store in Murray for 20 years. the explosions. heard for 10 pany offices
particularly around the train
to claim them.
elta •nr1 1,••••.4.1
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Jaycees Elect
New Officers

•

Vol. LXXXX

State Ranks High
In Taxes Paid

M. H. Ryan Named
Kentucky Colonel New Concord Class
By Governor Nunn To Present Plays
Senior Citizens To
Friday Evening
Hold Luncheon Meet

Tucker Brothers
In Jersey Club

Holy Communion At
Methodist Church

Fear The Loss. Of 156 In
Mine Explosion In Mexico
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Mrs. Wayne Beale
Dies At Knoxville
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Hospital Report

•
Census - Adults .... 106
Census - Nursery
04,
Admiseleas, Mardi 20, 114,„
Ernest Jackson Mayfield, Elle Poplar, Murray; illas Able
Line Skinner, 130 Sprucs, alb
ray; Mrs. Wetomia Bruce sad
baby girl, 1610 Miller, Murray;
Master Brent Huffman, 906 ColBy RICK DU BROW
KaTIONAL RIEPRIDIMPITAITTIS: WALLLOZ WITME
lege Crta., MSU, Murray; Mlas
R
Oa.
191/1
leadimon ave. Masights. TOM.; Tine & We Mag.
Mee York, MY. HOLLYWOOD UPI - If you Shand& Reid, Route 1, Bodo&
Sbedamisea Ible. Detroit. 10eb.
watched UCLA simihilate Purdue Albert Younger-man, 1623 LoBeamed at the Past Offlo
for the college besketball cham- cust Drive, Murray; Clifton Maas:k
oarmay. Nada*y. tar trusumbelon
pionship on NBC-TV last week- son, Route 2, Farmington; Mrs.
Obee Mader
end, the chances are your att- Lois Waterfield, 602 Main, Mgr
IRIBEICEPTION RATES. By Carrier M Murray,
ray; Mrs. Matty E. Miller, Box
per
Month Use In ()Limey and 'atoning oountles, week Ma par ention was focused on the fabul- 66,
per year. 0.110; ous Lew Alcincbr.
Hazel.
Una I ai 2, $13.00; narnbere 414.09. All serriee autecalp
Dismissals
Uone
Well, of course, I was watchSherwood Potts, Route 2,
'The Owidasailleg Chia meet et a Osemeadig
ing
him
pretty
closely
too, but
h the
basegreey et am IL
per
most of my attention was focus- Farmington; Mrs. Juletta Christopher, 1504 Johnson Blvd.,
ed on my favorite college basketMurray; Rodney Scott, 703 Main
ball
player
for
the
past
few
WEDNFEDAY -APRIL 2, 1969
Street, Murray; Mrs. Frances
years, Kenny Heitz, the studious
Vaughn, 1623 Olive Street, Muremit( man who helped UCLA to
Mrs. Murle Dummies'', RI.
Naga
three straight NCAA champion- ray;
FIGHT ON CANCER.
2, Murray; Mrs. Bertie Paschall,
Route 1, Almo; Mrs. Hutchie
As usual last weekend, Heitz Smith, Route
An aura of hope pervades the American Cancer
was given a difficult, unglamor- MayMelugin, 2, KirkseY; Mrs. a' -10
402 North 7th
Society's offices. No claims of miraculous cancer
ous job-this time guarding Pur•
cures are being made-or even predicted. But, due's remarkable shooter, Rick Street, Murray; James Waters, • .- :
Route 1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Dena
4-4 • - •
•
nonetheless, there is a distinct feeling the battle
Maul And as one Belts was Holland, Route 1,
Abaci;
the ataceeseg meglemoraes cog Laura Thompson, Route 1,lin
against the dread disease is slowly and surely being
Al.
Oat tioairleeted sigetlly to G.e mo; Mrs. Bulah Fielder, an 23. GOLF PRO KEEPS SHARP--Cpl. William Poioaki,
won.
a golf pro
back home, tries to keep his game
WINOlis Drive, Murray; Mrs. Lela
sharp with a few swings
The reason foi this hopeful feeling can be
Meetittudd up with 30 points, Windsor, Route 2, Murray.
in South Vietnam. The sand trap is
the parapet of that
found in many areas. Last year, for example, the
Heitz with none. But in the first
23rd Artillery 155mm howitzer and
the club is a mattock
President was informed that the number of half, Heitz held Mount to &meas- Census - Adults .... 10$
ly three baskets out of some 18
Americans alive and cured of cancer had grown to
Census - Nursery ... 3
Admissions, Meech 30, 1969
1,500,000, a hundred thousand higher than the attempts, and the game was over
right
and there. Typically,
Mrs. Diane Inman, 1101'4
year before. To be considered cured of most types Heitz Men
woo out over a flashier Main Street, Murray; Carl RogBy waren Paxs8
of cancer, a person must have been free from all opponent by being better in the ers, 201 North 16th Street,
iNTERNATIONAL
Murevidence of the disease for five years after clutch.
ray; Mrs. Euple Rowland, Route
This is an era of superstars, 1, Almo; Mrs. Annie Wyatt, Rt.
treatment.
WASHINGTON - Sen. Young, D.-Ohlo,
commenting
Discoveries of new drugs have helped in the and super-this, and seer-that. 5, Murray; Mrs. Peggy WimberBut if I had a business-any bus- ly, Route 4, Paris, Tenn.; Mef- on a statement by South Vietnamese
Vice President
Debt against leukemia, cancer of the blood-forming iness - I would try
to find as ferd Gilbert, 1610 Farmer, Mur- Nguyen Cao Ky that bombing of Hanoi should
be relama. These new drugs, together with more
many guys like Kenny Heitz as ray; Hillman Lyons, Route 1, sumed:
iddelent utilization of earlier drugs, plus more I could, because it is guys like Murray-, Glen McKinney, 801
"lois arrogant pipsqueak has
never been bashful
Kenny Heitz who make teammat- North 18th Street, Murray; Min about urging engage
sped& techniques have helped a number of
ments that would cost the lives of
es look good by giving them the Debra Osborne, Route 5, Mee ycang Americans,
•alasnts live beyond five years. This
buf, he has been noticeably- retiee
freedom to
flashy. Fdr three ray; Richard Spans, Muteexpiasing himself to any danger whatsoe
_ _11•0111111 hatainvinced some scientists that a cure varsity years, Heitz was the odd. Lynn Grove; Mrs. Mabel Dilver."
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floe leukemia may be found sooner than for many job man of the memorable UCLA lard, 404 North Cherry, MurWASHI
NGTON
Dr. Charles Brown, program offibasketball team, and was magni- ray; Mrs. Mary Hawthorne, Rt.
Oehler types of cancer.
cer for the Ford Foundation, urging
2, Hazel.
that mediocre teach. Other life-arving factors, the Society notes, are ficent in his cpliet way.
ers be fired and that students have
Dismissals
According to a newspaper rea voice in firing
the increasing awareness by women of the value of port,
Mrs. Wilma Dean Stehpenson, them:
Heitz is beaded for Harthe annual Pap test fc: uterine cancer and the slow
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vard Law School after graduatMurray;
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ity than
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much
in
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was
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known
These are but a few of the hopeful factors
Pritchett, 3644 Iowa Street, St.
to be
today which surround the whole subject of cancer. UCLAthe brightest student on the Louis, Mo.; Rick Wallace, 1317
basketball team, and soPoplar, Murray; Joseph Wren.
Yet, the battle still has a long way to go. Research
BARROTERAN, Mexico - Mrs. Juana
mehow he managed to project
must be intensified and carefully channeled, but the old-fashioned , yet cleansing owski, 711 Chestnut Street, talking about her yong son's future since his Velazquez,
father was
Murray;
Richard
Spann,
Route
killed in a mine explosion that took 156 lives:
there's a glimmer of light in the horizon. And we notion that college sports are, 1, Lynn Grove;
Joe B. Crutcher,
after
all,
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an
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- "We had hoped to be able t- send him to
to Route 6, Murray; Arthur
recommend the American Cancer Society's 1969
scho' Fo
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the job of getting educated.
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"To us Eisenhower was the greatest
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, over the past several days and delivered. Wheeler onalways
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the court
c duty to come."
listened to the words of great and small men and women with a bunch of reserves in a
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runaway game, or directing the
lauding a great man.
attack in a big contest, he never
WASHINGTON CiPt - The
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stopped thinking lie was a coa- Federal Communications Comattracted more people to President Eisenhower than any ch's delight.
Kenny Heitz may mission has diamissed comOther Ls that of honesty and obvious integrity.
never make it as a pro player, plaints that WBAI-FM, New
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holes.
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gram
ultimate faith mud, be in
You can now buy "Freedom material "patently anti-Semitic" the goodness of God.
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ten about President Eisenhower by the time this appear at the higher rate of 5 per cent, bigotory." In a letter to WBAI,
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over the counter, in single pur- be free speech, it must be free
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WASHINGTON IN - 'The
by United Press Internatleftel Federal Trade Comenias
ion says
Today is Wednesday, April
even "spoofing or fanciful"
the 92nd day of 1969 with 273 commercials may be deceptiv
e.
to follow.
The FTC made the comment in
The moon is full.
announcing it would not press
The morning stars are Mer- legal action against Leer Bin'
cury and Mars.
then for a commercial purportThe evening stars are Venus, ing to show the instant cleaning
Jupiter and Saturn.
power of the detergent All.
On this day in history:
The objectionaU commercial fi
In 1792, Congress authorized showed a stained shirt being
the Mint to coin money, all to rinsed, clean as water rose
to
be inscribed with the U.S. mot- the wearer's neck, but the FTC
to "E Pluribus Unun."
said the stains actually were re.
In 1888, President Andrew moved in normal washing.
Johnson signed a proclamation
desacring an end to the "insurrection" Civil War in the
Due for an income-tax refund?
South.
Why not take it in Savings Bonds
In 1932, Charles Lindbergh - and watch your investment
left 00,000 in a New York City grow.
cemetery for an unidentified
man in hopes of recovering his
kidnaped son. Bruno Richard
Hauptmann subsequently was
found guilty of kidnaping and
murdering the Lindbergh child
First Oarionnt
and was executed.
Cleaned and Pronnal
In 1954, the International
at Kerala: Prima
Longshoremen's Union called
•
off a 29-day-old strike on New
Second Identical
York's waterfront, the longest
Garment only
dock strike up to that time in
the history of New York.
A thought for the day Percy Hammond said, "The
femak anee Is a joint and not
an entertainment."
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FABRICON INVISIBLE REWEAVING

WORE

Cigarette Burns - Moth Holes - Cuts and Tears
INVISIBLY Rewoven on all Types of Fabrics
Free Estimates • Prompt Servbce • Reasonable Prices
INVISIBLE Reweaving can SAVE that Suat, Drags,
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Montreal Expos Have
Hats,Lack Experience
a

By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Executive Sports Editor

age for the Reds as a parttimer last year, but he figures
to swing the most powerful bat
In the Canadian lineup.
The much-traveled Ty Clime,
.223 with the Giants, could get
the other outfield spot, if not
Jim Fairey„199 with the Dodgers, or minor leaguers Don
Hahn and Floyd Wicker.
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Racers Topple Purdue,
Play Today At 3 p.m.

io

Oakland Has
Sports
Computer
Scoreboard Parade

A 4-run outburst in the bot- Andzel scored the third run of
tom of the 4th inning provided the inning on a single Tim
WEST PALM BEACH,Fla. UPI
the winning margin as the Mur- Mappin. Mappin and Fitzgerald
- If the Montreal Expos, the first
ray State baseball team downed then executed a double steal for
,
non-United States team in major
Purdue yesterday, 8 to 4.
the sixth Thoroughbred run.
league history, were playing theThe Racers started the icor- In the meantime, Freshman
ir inaugural game at home on
ing in the second inning. With Bob Andrei was having little
April 8, the Expos' loyal fans
one out, Parish drew a base on difficulty with Purdue. The
would probably shout:
balls, and scored the initial run right-hander gave up only one
"Regardez lea chapeaux."
on a double by Mike Jones. base hit in his five innings,
Ex-Astro John Bateman is set
But since the Expos, one of
Jones scored the second run of before yielding to Steve LamBy MILTON RICHMAN
4 the
a the No. 1 catcher, backed up
two expansion teams added
the inning on a single by Stew bert in the 6th.
UPI Sports Writer
by
ex-Cub
John
Boccabell
a
and
OAKLAND, Calif. NS — Baseto the National League, will be
Seltzer.
The Boilermakers broke the
ball fans taking in the Oakmaking their all-time debut at ex-Astro Ron Brand.
In the fourth, Pavlacka's se- scoring ice with three runs
ORLANDO, Fla. UPI - There's
in
"mudcat"
Jim
Grant,
21a
land A's home games this seacond consecutive hit pushed the top of the seventh.
Shea Stadium, New York, on that
Ron
son can switch their attention a )udge on the Boston Red Sox Seltzer to second, who had Dehertogh
date, the non-French speaking game winner four years ago with
opened the frame
to Charley Finley's $1 million bench every day.
reached on an error. Winning with a single, advanced to
New Yorkers will simply say: Cleveland, is the top name mese
third
A Jury, too, and that makes
staff
Lanceurs
of
pitchers.
scoreboar
d
any
pitcher
time
the
Bob
action
Andzel
"Dig those crazy hats." And
then laid on a single by Terry Wedgeeverything kind of cozy because down
Grant,
now
33,
on
was
just
6-5
the
field
starts
to
a
bore
perfect
them
bunt to load wood, and scored on a double
you'd better believe it that the
The scoreboard was demon. the Red Sox pitchers like to the bases. Mike Fitzgerald plat- by Rick
hats will be the first thing every- last year with the Doers but
Tekavc. Flanigan bathave
everything
legal
proper
and
strated
had
fine
a
2.08
earned
to
run
ed
avernewsmen
two
Tuesday at
runs with a single, and ted in the second and third runs
body notices about the Expos.
every
time
they
go
court.
to
age.
the
Oakland
Coliseum. Actually,
of the frame with a single.
They're gaudy affairs with red,
It's a strange court. For one then let me know who has been
k's two boards in one.
Purdue ended the scoring with
white and blue panels and a
1,
*1/
f
thing
it's
strictly
fined,
private.
One
If
No
the
fella fined thinks a run in the top
board, located atop the
Jaster A Starter
scroll red-white-and-blue "M"
of the ninth
right field. bleachers, provides spectators or relatives allowed. he's not guilty, he can bring his on a
home run clout by Dick
on front. Nothing spiffier ever
the
No
press, either. Unconventional, case to Stange and Santiago but Grabham.
usual scoreboard informaThe
only
other
certain
starter
has been seen in the majors.
tion—linescore, the name of the yes, but unbiased, no. Where the that doesn't do any good. They
is lefthander Larry Jaster, who
The win rims the 'Breda seaThe trouble Is not very many
player at bat, the ball and bias comes in is that any Red always say he's guilty,"
was 9.13 with the Cardinals Beson record to 7 and 1, and they
real major league ballplayers
strike
count
pitcher
Sox
and
the
hailed
"Is
this
into
there
outs
unique
any
hind
total.
appeal
him
come
after
array
an
of exagain entertain Purdue Univerwill be wearing those hats.
In addition, Finley's board will little court always is presumed that?"
sity today at 3 p. m.
Providing their big winter tra- minor leaguers, among whom
provide
up
to
the
guilty
until
minute
proven
"Yes."
innocent.
batCarl Morton, 13-15 at Shrevede stands up, Rusty Staub will be
ting averages.
Darrell Johnson, the Red Sox "To whom?"
rt, and John Billingham, 3-0
srticheas7: MN ItRA Y
one of the major leaguers. The
The
second
board,
located a- pitching coach, was talking about "Me. That's when we go to
with the Dodgers, are perhaps
as
✓
to rei
red-haired first baseman, who
top the left field bleachers, is the whole thing here and he's 'court.' I always
1
1
1
hope they bring
the most promising.
LOS ANGF.T.F.S (urt — UCLA a message
4
1
hit .333 for Houston in 1967 and
type board, feeding something of an authority on the it to court because then if they're Branalli
O
0
The Expos have been put in
superstar Lew Alcindor, vdao fans
.291 last year, was acquired from
4
statistical date, animated subject because he's the judge. found guilty it costs 'ern
0
O
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the National League's Eastern
led the Bruins to a three-year, cartoons
double Dontial101111lb
a
O
0
Houstow for first baseman Donn
Puma It
and battle crys such He's the jury, too, so that gives and I always find
The Calloway County Basket0
1
Division, where their only hope
'em guilty." Jona.
813-2 record, may not be able to as
3
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Clendenon and outfielder Jesus
"Charge,
1
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for the dinner which Alcindor said would be
What we do is have a system with. It was a terrific party. No Purdue
000 000 201-4
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Sporting
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to follow.
the last.
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News, has been added to the of rises and all our fines are gate crachers or anything."
been drilling and drilling on avoPlayers receiving trophies weBucks General Manager John National
iding mistakes, and I think we can re as follows:
and the same. One dollar, or one
Erickson conferred privately Sportswrit Sportscasters
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SAVE

With This

LIBBY YI3LLOW CLING

Coupon

Peaches 2

38c /

I lb"11:

(Without Coupon 39c ea.):"
With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase
Coupon Valid thru Apr. 5th, 1969
,'Rede
Redee
em at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR
limit Ono

Limit 2 Can Please

REDEEM ALL THREE
COUPONS WITH A $1500
OR MORE PURCHASE

Coupon N. CustOrnO4

IPIIII

Wt
- 1W00WWW-W
4
-4

_

FLOUR

COCKTAIL

5

4— VALUABLE

With Coupon
And $.9° Or
More Purchase

16-oz.
cans

$
4

pkg.

ot

2

grown 'n Lova

12

I

With Coupon
And $500 Or
More Purchase

G040 CREST

Turkeys
39'

b 39'
'lb $279

Canned Hams

con

HYDE PARK

6 TO 8 lb

Whole Cut
ROUND
lb.

GOLDEN RIPE

PA SC At

BANANAS

•

39'

lb.

Take Home on
Extra Bunch at
This tow tr,;,_•i

Carrots

.•••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••

No

gone in Cut

lb

lb

89'
$.14s,

HYDE PARK PORK

SAUSAGE
Hot or Mild

88

#

lb.00
stalk

29`

— VALUABLE COUPON

BETTY CROCKER

2 29'
b
i olg
bt

5 lb
bog

49'

LAYER CAKE MIX t
WITH THIS

18-oz.

COUPON

C

boxes

1 KIRK DRIED

VINE RIPE

omatoes-

Diane

Rump Roast

FRESH CRISP

Red Potatoes
•
Yams
lb.

remain_ son,Jack_ _and da lighter

IEEE

,

Celery

TENN

lb. 311
$

49' Hostess Hams

FLORIDA NEW

0.*Art Linkletter's
House Party." which has been a CRS-TV
ueekday feature since Sept I.
Ittf47. after seven previous radio
ears. became The Linkletter
Shim - in Nos ember and rightly
Bt'Aldel; Father Art. reculars
on the program have been and

•

STEAKS

:
4 2 k.11 $100

TISSUE

Shank
Portion

SWIFT PREMIUM ProTen* Or
CHOICE QUALITY

49'

V$.

SWIFT PREMIUM

Smoked Jowl

REYNOtOS (111-Inch)

comedy

lb

SLICED

Vz gal3
.
9

4

feWWW-4WWW
Z
40

AVG.

Smoked Picnics

All
Flavors

SOFT-WEVE BATHROOM

Limit Ono Coupon P., Custom'',

con

ICE MILK HAMS..

28c

(Without Coupon 27c each)
With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase
ICoupon Valid
thru Apr. 5th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR

SMOKED

7.1b

roll

SAVE

With This
Coupon

1bottlzes

cons

75 ft

Customer

CATSUP

6Cos

Heavy Duty

(Without Coupon 59c)
With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Purchase
Coupon Valid thru Apr. 5th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR
WAIT Ono Coupon Per

49c

Swift PREMIUM

ALUMINUM FOIL

38

InSfi4
W4
W1

HYDE PARK

•

5-1b.
bog

Self-Rising

111WtgW41
10WWV

COFFEE
!IbaPg 69
BISCUITS (Reg. 6 for 49c)
CRISCO (R.g. 89c)

• Plain or

Flour

01YDE PARK

ROLLS

GOLD MEDAL

REDEEM ALL THREE
COUPONS WITH A sl5c4
OR MORE PURCHASE

io oz. $100

COUPON

SAVE

With This
Coupon

Limit: 1 Bag Please

iN
S flaNVZ/BERRIES

decades ago when there was
no nitpicking about ethnic
•

311'

VALUABLE COUPON

With Coupon
And $500 Or
More Purchase

LIBBY'S FRUIT

basis of, selling to individual
ttiathens around the country
Will be on the network Monday
through Friday. 11 30 p.m. Co
I am eastern time. The daily syndicated show will continue until the changeover.

•

13-oz
cans

GOLD MEDAL

network The talk -entertainment show, highly successful
for more than two years on a

a

EACHES

C3D DEP
ARTMENT STOP ES

STORE HOURS
8:00 A. M. - 9:00 P.
M.
DAILY

NEW YORK UPI) — Next
Aug. 18 is the date for Mery
Griffin to shift his current syndicated program to the CBS

I know that the "Ftowan and
Martin's Laugh-In" show is
still highly popular in its second NBC season, but a couple
dif things puzzle me. I wonder
It the public realizes the gamey
origin of what might be called
its trademark phrase. "Sock it
to me." which has become a
Part of the language of the moment. Also, why. in these sensitive days. there has been no
"Uncle Tom" outcry against
the repeated "Heah come de
jedge" gambit as a dialectal reflection on Negro dignity?
drat is pure old-time minstrel
show stuff, and you can easily
Imagine what would happen If
someone dared attempt presentation of such a show today i
know that it stems from an
act originally associated with a
Negro comic, but its origin was

LIBBY'S

SHOPPING CENTER
HWY. 641 SO.

NOTES

•

Stomps other *on food
storm
• 100 Stamp Coupons on 3 lb.. of
Ground goof or H•talsurgar.
• 100 Stomp Coupon
s • n $300 or Moro purcha
so at
or Le Star store —
C".."111•6"• 100 Stamp
occluding milk, Nulls product
s, 4u.41 telowsoo.
Coupons on on• 3W4b.
jar lembo Peanut Botter.

BEL AIR

TV

•

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 2. 1969

Yellow Cling

7

)
I

KENTUCKY,

WITH PURCHASE

1.11.14sumuirmac

**
•_..,

MURRAY

AND COUPONS MAILED TO HOMES
WEEK OF MARCH 31st, 1969
Clip and Redeem Coupons
Dates — 1st Week Coupons — Mar.
• 10(1 Stomp Coupons •n $300 oroi.momValid
31st thru April 5th.
purchase at stay firm
etyma Oucality

°OPER
ARM

wrote a letter to his former

press secretary, James C. Hagerty, listing 23 of the proudest
achievements of his eight-year
presidency.
Sunday, Hagerty released that
letter. The achievements, presumably not in order of importance
and accompanied by an admission
'1 Eisenhower had "dashed these
off the top of my head," were
these:
- Stateshood for Alaska and
Hawaii.
• Building of St. Lawrence
Seaway.
- End of Korean War; thereafter no American killed in comarlat
bat.
- Largest reduction in taxes to
If that time.
- First civil rights law in 80
years.
- Prevention of Communist efforts to dominate Iran, Guatemala, Lebanon, Formosa, South
Vietnam.
- Reorganization of the Defense
Department.
- Initiation, and the great progress in, most ambitious road
•program by any nation in history.
- Slowing up and practical elimination of inflation.
- Initiation of space program
with successful orbits in less
than three years, starting from
scratch.
,• Initiating a strong ballistic
missile pregtftlY:
, - Conceiving and building the
Polaris program, with ships operatingat sea within a single
administration.
- Starting federal medical care
for the aged Kerr-Mills.
- Desegregation in Washington,
D. C. , and armed forces without
laws.
- Fighting for responsible fiscal and financial policies throughout eight years.
- Extension of OASI Old Age
Survivors Insurance to over 10
million persons.
- Intelligent application of federal aid to education defense
Educational Bill.
- Preservation , for first time
in American history, of adequate
military establishment after cessation of war.
- Using federal power to endorce orders of a federal court
Arkansas, with no loss of life.
- Goodwill journeys to more
than a score of nations in Europe,
Asia, Africa, South America and
in the Pacific.
- Establishment of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
- Initiation of plan for social
progress in Latin America after
Apbtaining necessary authorisaIion from Congress for $500
million-later called Alliance for
Progress.
- Atoms for Peace proposal.

—

MILLIONS OF FREE QUALITY STAMPS

Onl4 The Finest
Foods

WASHINGTON UPI - On Oct.
18, 1966, Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Dressed Hens, Country Hams (half,
We have all sizes of Turkeys, Fresh
whole or slices)...Everything for
a Perfect Easter!!
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SMOKES LIKE A MACHINE -Developed under
the auspices of
the American Cancer Society,
a smoking machine puffs
away at dozens of cigarettes,
trapping tars which produce cancers when painted on
the backs of mice. Meanwhile, a growing awareness of
the relationship of cigarette
smoking and cancer in the U.S.
has produced a slight but
steady decline In smoking.

_South Central Wall Street
• Bell Sets
Chatter
New Record
NEW YORK UPI - Goodbody &
Co. says it sees "little basis"
for a major turnaround in the
stock market in view of continuing international, political and
monetary uncertainties.
The company, however, says
the groups it thinks "best suited
for current purchase" are the
utilities, banks, insurance companies, and savings and Joan
associations.

South Central Bell broke all
previous records for capital construction expenditures and telephone growth in its five state
area during 1968. According to
the company's annual report, released today in Kentucky by the
State, the Bell System's newest
operating company spent more
than $281 million to improve and
expand telephone service during
its first year.
The record-hraaking construction program ackkul 332,000 teleThe Federal Reserve Board
phones, pushing the total served "just has to let the money
supply
by the oompany to more than 5.72 expand" in the coming months
million.
In order to achieve the agency's
South Central Bell began oper- projected 3 to 6 per cent
growth,
ations July 1,1968, when it assum- In this area,according to
Walston
ed Southern Bell's business and & Co. But, the company adds,
operations in Alabama, Kentucky, "even before that happens,
the
Louisiana, Mississippi and Tenn- stock market could take
off on
essee. The report, however,cov- the unbeat" because
"stocks ofers the entire year 1968. The new ten look six months ahead
of
company started business with time."
assets of $1.9 billion as a wholly
owned subsidiary of American
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Traders and investors should
One reason for the establish- maintain "a constructive attitment of South Central Bell, cites ude" despite the market'"refusthe report, is the "unprecedent- al" to decline appreciably in the
ed _growth" of the five states past few weeks, the firm of Blair
the company serves.
& Co. rays. The analyst goes on
Remarking about South Central to say that while it has had
a
*Bell's achievements during the "cautious to negative investment
year. President W. C. Bauer attitude" for the past four moncompany broke all ths, many growth equities have
said the
previous records in the number fallen to levels which seem "quof telephones installed, new cus- ite attractive relative to foretomers gained and long distance seeable earnings prospects." It
messages handled. Construction advises "a selective approach"
expenditures, he said, were gre- to new commitments with "prime
ater than ever to enlarge existing emphasis" on the better quality
plant...and reach into previously growth stocks.
unserved rural areas with new
'plant.
A South Central Bell's operating
v. expenses and taxes paid in 1968
Abraham di Co. voices the
totaled $663 million, including belief the market will hold above
more than $182 million in Fed- recent lows on the short term
eral, State and Local taxes. In which will see "greater selecaddition, telephone customers tivity" by traders. At the same
paid more than $74.5 mlllion to time, the investment firm says
Federal, State and Local Gover- it has "considerable doubt" .he
nments for excise and sales taxes market will hold through the enon telephone service.
tire spring period. Thus, its
The Company's approximately advice to investors is "main40 000 employees earned over tain a cautious stance and try
•$300
' million in wages, salaries
to make new commitments durand benefits during the year. ing periods of market weakneSouth Central Bell reports pro- ss."
gress in several new applications
of telephone service throughout
the five states. Direct distance
dialing was extended to 69 additNO CARD
ional exchanges. Now, about 83
percent, or more than 3 million,
LANSING, Mich. rurt — Auof the company's main telephones tomation sometimes
can , be
ear'e _equipped to originate DDD more of a hindrance
than a
calls; and over 99 percent can help, the Lansing Fire
Departreceive them.
ment found out:
,. The Corapany's first electroThey rushed to answer a fire
nic switching system (ES began alarm at the state Capitol but
service in Jackson, Miss., and couldn't get into the parking
touch-tone telephone service whi- lot because they didn't have •
ch features push-button dialing plastic card necessary to open
was extended to more customers. the electronic gate. Luckily the
Special communications systems fire turned out to be a false
were installed for hospitals, ban- alarm.
sks, and law enforcement and
other government agencies.
1.1. S. Savings Stamps - sold
at post offices and through the
School Savings Program - are
Interest rates on U. S. Saviiic s an important part of the nationwide Savings Bonds Program,
Bonds have been increased five
Encourage your youngsters to detimes suite the first Series E
Bond was .sold on May 1, 1941. velop the habit of thrift by buying
Savings Stamps which they may
The current rate is 4.25 per cent,
sag-Wage -fog Beads--when-they
If held tuvaierity, WetF Onds
(cumulate the price- ote Bond.
gpought toctly mature in 7 years.
a
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lb.

Boneless

ROAST

Lean, Boneless

Pot Roast

lb.

190

U.S. Choice Round Shoulder

BEEP

CM
SHORT RIBS

49tb

U.S. Choice Beef

CHUCK ROAST

59c

Center Cuts

lb.

lb.

BACON
HAMS

390

12-0x

Shank Portion
Butt Portion

POTATO SNACK

\heti- 15 oz

CHILI BEANS
37:89°

lb. ItR

59'lb.

riUSTUSX'Pf1/1117?

awnetroal ArLogifikicis-

Stokely Cut

Pops-Rite

GREEN BEANS

2 L=49' POPCORN jnou_.0.. 2 FOR 39°

SNOWDRIFT

Vegetable

3-lb.

Shortening

Martha White

can

Martha White

CAKE MIX

Yukon
'
s Best

Cla-d
lioz
f..jb
ua
iegy

590

LEMONS

39'
Fresh - lb. bag
CARROTS
2/19*
Seedless

-

29' FROSTING MIX — — —

1/1}-oz. box

/
4_...
— 133

29°

$2.19

25-16.
bag

MARhARINE

it

GRAPEFRUIT
wasFreh
Crispy
CELERY Jumbo Size
_RED

19'

- 20-11). bag

POTATOES

BIG 3ROTIFIER
2 Lbs

49°

Haa.e'4 - 3-oz. twin nak Jars

EVAPORATED

MILK 141-. 3

tall

AflO

C11111%

Special Pack

STUFFED OLIVES —
Grapefruit

490

350

590 WIENERS

is.'

Field
'
s Fully Cooked

Big Brother

CHIPSTERS

Krev All-Meat

Krey Hostess, Sliced

FLOUR

First Cuts

R

590

JUICE

POTATO CHIPS
lrg.

9-oz. Twin Bags —

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

39'

Cream

49'

290

46 oz

Pride
of

Style
CORN
2 can
303,35*

Frosty Acres -10-01.
Good Only at
PARKER'S SUPER MARKET
CHASE & SANBORN

COFFEE

Lb. Con

(With This Coupon)
GOOD ONLY THRU
APRIL 9, 1969

59

Kraft - 18-os.
B-B-Q SAUCE
Dream Whip - 4 1/4-oz.
DESSERT TOPPING
Lipton box
TEA
Dixie Belle - lb. box
CRACKERS

GREEN PEAS
39'
39'

2 35'

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.
BABY LIMAS

2
/49*

Mortin
o.
P
Mix or Match

390

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.
STRAWBERRIES

2/3
9'

29.

19*
10-ox.
Acres - N
Frosty
ty A
CORN

FOOD
MARKET

2/3*
10
5 e
:
ale
0

.Morton - 20-oz.
FRUIT PIES 3
/89'
Peach

Apple

47/

5:
-
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Only a short time left
to complete your set!
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Be sure to complete your service of beautiful "Island Rose" fine china. Every
piece at big savings! Now at yaur.Stpdard Oil Station. Offer ends April 25.
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WASHINGTON 1,7,1 - FBI dtr.
hiT J. Edgar Hoover, writing
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will not bead on the "pro.
*sive revolutionary AK* of
/Ay" besetting the land. He
Amerimns should "make
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Lieutenant Eisenhower poses on church steps with his
bride., the former Mamie Geneva Doud. They were married
It Denver, Colo., on July 1, 1916, a year after the young ofli• err was commissioned from the U.S. Military Academy. After
graduating in the top third of his class scholastically, young
Eisenhower began his military career as an infantry second
lieutenant, assigned to the 19th Infantry at Fort Sam
Houston, Tex.

HOMEFRONT, U. S. A., UPI "'The rains of April are almost
apon us and I've already had
my first case of sump pump
fidgets-a wakeful state associated with wet weather and furnace-watching.
The latter is something like
bird-watching in that you have
to keep your eyes peeled. The
sump-ptunp syndrome accompanging the activity isn't described
In any medical dictionary.
To know the discomfort, you
must live in a very unusual
house-say like Trembling Timbers, name of our mortgaged
-ottage.
Normally, our house, certified
by the Federal Housing Administration FHA to be a dwelling
fit for humans, is situated on
airy land. When it rains, as it
ild in gobs the other day, it
ould be certified fit for fish.

CENTER ENDS
MIXED

C

B

Underground streams from all
iirections converge on your crawIspace an unpaced mini cellar
big enough for only midgets to
stand tall without bashing their
Skulls.
When the gushing gets good
the dwelling may be described
as on the water.
The normal thffig would be to
enjoy the sudden str earn and grab
a fishpole or swimsuit. But not
if a $750 furnace is in a concrete
pit in the crawlspace.
It's up to the sump pump to
turn itself on and off gallantly
the water pours in, pumping
It out through a pipeline and
saving the furnace.
During great storms, as the
-other night, one must keep a
sump pump watch lest owners
of the furnace will be faced with
a $750 replacement bill.
Happiest Sound
•Duty entails sitting up most
of the night, watching the pump.
The happiest sound of all is to
hear it going continuously -which
means it's pushing all that water
out as fast as it surfaces from
those hidden streams.
In the latter case, the first
floor vibrates and your feet are
a free relaxing massage.
In case sump pump blows a
&it or nut, we have exactly onehalf hour to get the plumber
out of bed to set up an auxiliary
system or-oops, there goes furtacit
When this first started happenbig nhie years ago, I took it
lightly. I sang, to "Glow Worm,"
"Parnp little sump pump, Pump,
pump, pump, pump."
The other night I had lots of

The story got around and the
prominent figure was approach
by a Concerned friend who urg
him to report the case at once.
There was one drawback. He
thrown away the name and address.
time to Meditate. In the morning,
having saved th4 filrhace with
the sump pump's assistance, I
told my mate ours is going to
be the first divorce case in
which sump pump watch figured.
I told him through half-opened
eyes.
Next time he comes off
pump watch, maybe he'll feel
Mo

nimMir
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MISS LIBERTY BREAD
WHITE ROUND TOP 216 oz. loaves
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20 oz. loaf
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49c
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12 0z
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In any case, the prominent
Washington heard the foreignsounding young man say that
for a variety of reasons, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
would "Have to be killed."

Story Got Around

A

MISS LIBERT69
SLICED
R1NDLESS
LB.

Bag

Several weekends ago,a rather
prominent Washington figure was
in a fashionable booze parlor and
restaurant with several friends.
Near them was a young white
man who was described later as
a foreign student. He apparently
was with some people, too.

The Washingtonian, a man who
knows the Kennedy family well
and who suffered with them through two other assassinations,
turned quickly on the foreigner
and inquired whether he had tinstood him correctly.
The younger man repeated what he had said - that'Kennedy
would "have to be killed."
Whereupon, the man hauled
off and punched the young foreigner in the face, knocking him
to the floor.
What happened after that is
not entirely clear, but the astounded Washington figure got
the name and local address
the man whom he slugged.
There was no police action at
the time, but the man who threw
the punch at the loudmouth had
every intention of reporting the
Incident to either the FBI or the
Secret Service the next morning.
He changed Ms mind, however,
after several days of thinking
about the ugly matter. He did
not want to be responsible for
punishment of a young man who
may have been doing nothing
more than expressing crudely
his thoughts on Kennedypolicies.

LB.

-•

,

WASHINGTON UPI-Backstair
at the White House:
—
The Federal Bureau of barestigadon and the U. S. Sacral
Sir vice may have moved by now
into an interesting situation voicing something of a laboratory
case-how does the government
evaluate an assassination threat?

Knows Kennedys

La.

SIE

CAKE
COLONIAL
15 OZ.
SIZE

ARTHA WHITE

By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter

By PATRICIA McCORMACK

Streams Converge
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Backstairs At The
White House

Rains Of
April Are
Getting Near
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Bobby Knight Wins
First Place In
Dental Contest
(Editor's note: The following
is the first part Malang essay
In the contest 'powered by the
Auxiliary of the Southwestern
District of the Kentucky Daniel
Society. It was written by Bobby
Knight, age ll, at Robertson School, Mrs. Robert Lowe,teacher.)

•7

4

•

"What Dental Health
Means To Me"
Have you ever seen a man or
woman that didn't haveany teeth?
It doesn't look very eke,does it?
MAY WINNERS — Rabe Knight. elen et
That's what used to happen if you
4
Mr. and Milk Id Knight. *weave M Robertson $eheel. was
didn't take good care of your
fent phew Si $15.10 la the cants, sponsored by Me A. teeth. But now we have denture
s
Mary ef his Saselmesitern Dished se the Kealveky Diental
or false teeth for people that eat
fiedsey On his ish is Gary leetture, see ef Mr. and Mn. too many sweets and don't
brush
Med Medium stades* et Maw Canard Selsesh who wan
their teeth. But if you're like me
mesa/ Mese Mt PRIM Ward 'was Si OAS wee* is Roche
you would rather have your own
Lima et Paducals. Mrs, A. D. Waned* et norm Is presides*
teeth in your mouth than some
mad Mn. Thomas Neeldne se Money is eseilase abeirmem.
teeth that aren't even real.
General Eisenhower tells Army paratroopers before
If you want to keep your teeth,
Normandy invasion, June 6, 1944, he wants "full victory
. . . nothing else."
brush at least two times daily
. •
and cut down on sweets. Whin
you brush your teeth alms bow
IN THE BELFRY
sh them the way they VW sad
More than 28 per cent of all
use a lot of toothpaste. Ilharheir
Series E Bonds ever issued are
can't brush, rinse your teeth,*
still outstanding, in the hands of
(Editor's ante: The following
RUSHDEN, England UPI - The tens
water. You should consult a denof millions of owners,
Ihe setae place treeing essay
rector of St. Mary's church said
tist at least twice a year for a
in the coated sponsored by the
ELIZABETHTOWN, Tenn. UP
he's trying to solve a major mychecloe.
Auxiliary of the liosthvestern
- Stormy, a silver Skye terrier
stery - how did a bride's slip
If you have any teeth thetr
y it
n
- -- —
District of the Kadecky Dental
loved her home here so mud
get in the church belfry.
crooked. you *odd ask
Society. ft was written by Gary
that she lost her life last weel
By DICK WEST
parents to see if you assebeseas
McClure at New Concord School,
trying to return.
which are math 08 meld eM ate' ay PATRICIA MeOltheACK
Grade Five, Mrs. Ruby Parks,
Stormy , a six-year-old hack
WASHINGTON UPI - Mr. Isop- put into your meth to bstrai• NEW YORK ect — When
they
By VERNON SCOTT
teacher.)
tera, the friendly neighborhood ghten your teeth. But saw do hit the academic trail most col- been a companion of Mrs. alerite
GET SOME BACK
Hollywood Correspondent
termite exterminator who called this until your dentist has cbedt- lage freshmen this school year Ferguson for the past ftveVyears.
"What Is Good Denial Health?" at my house this week, bears a ed your teeth and told you it was
The terrier had traveled WiUi
filled out a student information
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Deep grow
LONDON UPI • The British
vague 'resemblance to Defense necessary.
imen drawn up by the Ameri- Mrs. Ferguson on many misslonstthe roots of nostalgi
a in a new Ministry of Public Works is goGood data health means heal- Secretary Melvin R. Laird,
To finish my report I am ma Council of Education ACE. for the American Red Cross
movie featuring Hunts Hall, Leo ing to get back
thy ,gums sad dma. straight,
I, on the other hand, since going to tell you some "do's"
some of the
This foursege super-snooper Carter County.
sound teeth.' Mothers belP to
Last week, Mrs. Ferguson too Gorcey, Butterfly McQueen, Jo- 1300,000 it is spending on the
Chairman J. William Ful- and "don't" of dental health. miners dots on. everything from
hnny
Weissmu
ller, Pat O'Brien, July 1 Investiture of Prince
gsommilsolose by ballitheddisth
of the Smote-Formica-Re- 1. Brush winds les-alsoltpr litiolig-sseire95rnumber to dad's the dog to-visit a sister in Holly-ChJessel, Jgan Bloridell and arles as Prince
Wire their thildren's birth, th- lations Committee a strongly sk- after eating if at all possibk imam and attitudes toward— wood, Fla., and left her there. George
of Wales.
marthy
.
Rae.
en afterwards.
Ministr
eptical nature.
But
martjua
y head Charles Mellish
the dog ran away from
na, voluntary
2. Brute after all snacks.
Army,
These stars of yesteryear will said invited guests
Years ago baby teeth were negThis made our
3. Eat vegetables or fruit for cigarette advertising and fac- home, and was found 80 miles
will be offered
form
backgro
a
und
for
the
introlected. Nov it is teem that Pro- somewhat like an if== snacks Isstssd of candy.
the chairs they sat on during the
north of Hollywood on the Sunulty Pay.
duction
produce
Mat
of
Bob
rs
verbs 22:13, "Train up a child In of Lairds televised siesstssos
ceremony at $29 each.
Information elecited is for shine Parkway, victim of a traffic
the may be should go'', is true before a foreign relation s_u_bthose in guidance, counseling accident on the busy interstate Booker and George Foster hope
will be the next great singing
also for teeth.
adstration, educational re- highway.
mmmittee last Friday. —
way of introducing a singing groIf the first teeth are allowed
march and manpower studies.
Mrs. Ferguson saki the dog's group, "The Phyllis."
"Sure it's costly," lsoptien
NO JOKE
In tact, that is the title of the up. The Beatles, Jefferson Airto decay and remain in gams agreed after he had presented
The ACE report digesting data feet were sore from her effort
plane, The Rolling Stones never
until they ar, crowded out, the an estimate and I had blanched,
on 343,156 forms from 358 scho- to reach home, and that she movie.
permanent teeth haw lead dance gamed and almost lapsed into a
had it so good in the beginning.
PETERBOROUGH, England UPI ols is also, I submit, of interest was struck by a car and killed
Name Prophetic?
to parents—and high school ate- in the effort to return to East
Why, Booker was asked, did
for being even and sound.
coma. "But it isn't nearly as - Frank Brierly, the milliona
ire dents with a slieeliskin in
he name the group The P-hynx?
No matter bon Undsome or wetly as it might be if you don't owner
their
Tenness
ee,
of a chain of supermar- future.
bonded a boy or girl may be, go ahead with it.
The dog was identified by a The Phynx pronounced finks,
kets, is selling one pound notes
perhaps prophetically is a quarAnted if they agreed strongly vaccination Tag. It was
Names Already Taken
teeth ma help or binder.
"The damage they could inflict florth $2.40 for 19 shillings
buried
and or somewhat on certain state.
Many diseases ma resaltfrom on you without this deterrent is six pence
in a pet graveyard at Hollywood, tet of yogi* vocalist musicians
- $2.36. today.
meats, the freshmen, by their
named A, Michael Miller, Dennis "Wel4 we thought of The Beaealidallity gums and bad, teeth, staggering to comtemplate."
les not April fools. Brierly answers, showed
Larden, Ray Chigpeway and Lon- tles 'grille Ed Sullivan Show, but
this profile:
so ft pays me pays to use the
said "since the war the pound
—More than half agreed that
ny Stevens. Like the itonkees, both names weeetaken," explaintooth bre* mita good toothpaste
Technique of Fear
has more than halved in value students should have
TOO LONG AGO
the boys are a synthetic group ed the producer,
a hand in
regularly,
the use of
and this is my protest against I designing curriculum; that
In that a year ago they'd never
fa.
Sullivan, incidentally, appears
rawly ad
v sweets, to
"Aren't you using the tech- rising prices."
eulty
pay should be based oe
clapped eyes on one another. In the movie with such other
proper food, nique of fear to sell me on an
drith
FIRST NEGRO PEER — Lord
student evaluation, among other
PITTSBURGH UPI - When Ar- Says. Foster: "We picked each diverse charact
awl to visit
dentist often expensive antitermite defense]
ers as ex-champ Constant
things, and that the benefit of thur Addison filed a divorce suit boy individually after interview- Joe
ine, first Negro
sad take his advice.
Louis and Colonel Sanders
system that may be unnecesspeer in Britain. leaves his
college monetary.
for desertion Monday the judge ing 450 odd kids in Boston, New of Kentuck
Good dental health Is often ary?" I said.
y Chicken fame who
home in London with his
—Around 20 per cent favor asked him when he got married York, Los Angeles and San
Fran- Is making his film debut for
wealth.
MEETS TODAY
.
"I am giving you an objectivel
the legalization of marijuana;
wife to attend a session of
Addison replied it was so long cisco."
better or worse.
appraisal of the minimum steps
41.1 per cent feel cigarette ad- ago tie couldn't rememb
Odd kids? "Yeah,"said Foster
er the
Both men insisted the film the House of Lords. He is a
that are required to protect your
vertising should be outlawed; ciate and his wife after
WASHINGTON UPI - The Strawould not be a teeny-bopper if famed West Indies cricketer
leaving humorously, "very odd."
house against termites," he re45.4 per cent figure limiting him four or five
Essentially, Booker and Fos- that term is still valid movie. and has lived in London sevdifferent times
reme Court meets today 10 a.m. cars would
plied firmly.
reduce air pollu- "left for good in 1921."
ter hope to make a fortune from 'They are counting on nostalgia eral years. He also is a guy"This is the same kind of EST to hand down opinions in tion; and 37 per cent
were afThe Phynx after the movie has to bring in old and young persons ii nor of the British Broadwarning I have been hearing for some of the 54 cases now under firmative about a voluntar
y Arcasting ('ompany.
been forgotten. But it is a unique alike.
years from the cockroach - ex- advisement.
my.
The court will then start hearterminator complex," I said.
nal sayings and employHalf the students applied to
"What evidence do you have ing arguments in the cases post- only one college, 20 per cent ment. Loans, scholarships and
that termites have the capabili- poned Monday because of the Eis- to two, 13.9 per cent on three; gifts help the rest.
ty for penetrating my house?" enhower funeral.
and—on up to seven, which Most of the freshmen are the
first on the family tree to lead
L4 per cent did.
"Intelligence estimates based
on your wife's sighting of winged
Surpraingly, nearly one per for college. Thirty-three per
cent admitted to a D average cent of the fathers had some
Insects provide conclusive proof
- NO BASIS
In high school and 14.9 per college or a college degree;
that termites have deployed a
mat, a C. About a fourth had ditto for 32.4 per cent of the
first-strike colony mar your froa B average. And the cream of mothers.
nt porch."
'
Only 7.5 per cent estimated
WASHINGTON UPI - The U. S. the embroynic eggheads, 4-6 per
"How do you knoW_Menweretheir chances of getting married
n't flying ants eke _sighted?" Geological Survey says there is cent, had an A average.
On potential income, the re while in college very good. But
"Flying ants Malihrt leave "no scientific basis" to rumors
•
traces of sawdust ea lbo'Medea a mapr earthquake will hit Calif- port showed 6.3 per cent below. 2L6 per cent expect to marry
ornia this month. The agency said 14,000 a year; 25.8 per cent be- within a year after graduation.
beams in your basigaliat."
Freshmen haven't changed in
It could not say with certainty tween that and $8,000 annually,
that no earthquake of any kind and more than half of the rest some respects.
Retaliatory Force
Quite a few said they daywould happen, but it said there between 410,000 and $15,000
Parents and family provide dream while audying or study
"We already' have a retaliato- Is no reason to believe this monwith television on. And some
ry force composed of a flit gun, th is different from any other, financial aid for 52.1 per cent,
said they are too bored to study.
but 27.8 said they must rely
on
two aerosol insecticide spray. cans, a can of dust • on powder
and a bottle of brush - on liquid. easing household problems such
DENIES Mahal° RUMOR
Isn't that sufficient to counter a as the need to have the piano
Pictured arriving in Rao de
termite attack?"
tuned?"
Janeiro. Brazil. for a recep"If they chew through those
''l dislike _a tinsy phio as
;ion at the South African
basement beams it will destroy much as anyone, Nett Is amber*
Embassy. kers. Lowtile Bar- • your retaliatory capacity along near as discorad
ot as the sound
nard, wife of famed heart
with the rest of your house." of termites munching on your
transplant surgeon Dr
"It seems to me Mere is a rafters,"
Christiaan Barnard, Raid
question of priorities involved
Neither of us convinced ea
newspaper reports that they
here. How can I justify pouring other, but I have a heath that
may divorce are "completehage stuns into antitarmite de- Isoptera's viewpoint will evenly unfounded.'• ileadioph"/G)
fenses
neglecting other pr- tually prevail.

Dorm.

Gary McClure Wins
Second Place In
Essay Contest

Resemblence
Causes Some
Trouble

Reports Of
Freshmen
Revealing

Stormy Loved Her
Home And Lost
Life In Returning

"The Phyla"
Are Groomed
For Stardom

•
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Live below your means.
If you'd file to get around the
high
cost of living, we hove a suggestion
Cut down on the high cost of
getting
around.
And buy°Volk swogen.It's
only$1
Thoes around $1200 less than
the overage amount pad for a new car
today. Remy* it in the honk Mores coming)
VW saves you hundreds of
dollors
on upkeep over the years.
It tofu), pints, not quarts, of oil.
Not one ioto of antifreeze

-

GRAVY

- Offer Good In Mayfield Thursday Only -

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
Is Now Under New Management
. . . Jerry and Sherry Jones

•

And it

gets about 27 miles

to the gal-

lon. The overpge car
(thirsty devil that it
is) only gets 14.

you drive, the more
you
933.81 saveSo the more
•

INCLUDES: 3 PIECES CHICKEN - 2 ROLLS - SLAW

Jobe P.beenleis, Detroit

Jelin J. Wright, Pitt..hurgh

THIS U.S. PINLATIS are among the 33 new eardinfels nerniel
VI, raising the number of. cardinals to

-

•

t‘i

Terence a. coolie. New York

Thursday Only

•

•

eP
an
sh

REGULAR BOX - - -(reg.$1.20) 89(
MASHED POTATOES

1

6

And chances are,
you'll drive it for
years and years. (Since
we never change
the style, a VW never
goes out of style I
Of course, a VVV's not
much to look
at So o lot of people
buy o big floshy
Car !tat to save face.
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4-1b. bag

Dea.

Baby Limas _
49*
Cut Corn
Mixed Vegetables
Whole New Potatoes
bag 35*

EGGS
For

3

SHOULDER

Dos.

L

KING SIZE
PIM
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ENTIRS SUIT
WASHINGTON tas — Tht
Justic Department says it is
making "a commitment on behalf of the federal government"
to help end discrimination in
private housing. asst. Atty.
Gen. Jerrie Leonel-a said "Negroes have -peld millions and
millions and millions of dollars
because of these transactions."
The governemtn entered a private suit in Chicago brought
by Negroes against 82 local real
estate dealeds, and Leonard said
investigations are under way in
Washington, Detmit, Buffalo,
N. Y. Baltimore, Md., New Orleans, La., Fort Worth, Tea.,
and Kansas City Mo.

The best selling Bible translation in history has been cleared
for use by Catholics as well as
Protestants.
It's the so - called "Today's
English Version" of -the New
Testament, known as "TEV" for
short.
Published by the American Bible Society, the TEV has racked
up a phenomenal sale of 15 million copies since it was put into
circulation in September, 1966.
MOD GIFT
Neither the Revised Standard
Version RSV, the New English
Bible NEB, nor any other modern
DONCASTER, England UPI English translation has come clo- Dorothy Hutchinson knew exactly
se to matching the TEV inannual what she wanted from her father
sales.
for an engagement present; a
This is partly a tribute to the pop star.
simple, clear, easy-to-read EnIt seemed a silly ARA.bur
glish used by the TEV's trans- thou director George Hatddo•
lator, the Rev. Dr. Robert G. son until his daughter explained
•
Watcher.
the singer would be a business
But it also reflects the fact investment for her and her polithat the TEV is offered at bar- ceman finance.
gain prices. The American Bible
Dorothy is now 25 per cent
Society, sells a paperback edition owner of "Peregrine Caruthof TEV for 35 cents-which barely ers."
covers the cost of production. "I think he has tremendous
TEV sales should soar even talent," Dorothy said
higher in the year ahead because
the translation has received the
official
approval, or imprimktur,
BARE ESSENTIALS
•
of Cardinal Richard Cushing, the
Catholic archbishop of Boston. It
was Cardinal Cushing who earlTHRAPSTON, England UPI ier gave an imprimatur to the When the posters
went up on
Protestant - sponsored Revised High
Street the eyebrows in this
Standard Version.
market town went even higher.
Protestant and Catholic schoUnderneath a sketch of a naked
lars in recent years have reach- man and a woman
was the caption:
ed substantial agreement on the "Nothing
on? See you at the
translation of the Bible into Engannual parish meeting. We can't
lish, and Cardinal Cushing's ex•
guarantee a strip, but at least
pert consultants did not seek a you can air
your views."
single change in the text of th
The first views aired were
TEV before approving it for Catthose of the parish council which
holic use.
demanded the posters be taken
A committee okscholars head- down. They were but
attendance
ed by Dr. Bratcher- is still at at the meeting was doubled.
work on the Old Testament portion of the TEV. It is scheduled
for publication in 1973.
KNOTTY PROBLEM
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ALL-MEAT 12-os.

Johnson's Groc.

KREY HOSTESS

April 7, 1969

Nabisco

Saltines

Premium

II

PuscHASEDIIIIMO

FIELD FULLY COOKED

290

-lb.

Sunshine HI-Ho

Crackers

55*

WIENERS
39C
BACON
590
,HAM*89C HAM 590

30*

OFFER EXPIRES
CO LIMIT 1 COUPON PEN PACKAGE

Sliced

49°

ONLY

OUEEN REIGNS AGAIN—Following three days of successful
sea trials, the new, sleek Cunard liner Queen Elizabeth II
enters her berth at Southampton, England. The trip was
the vessel's first sea voyage since she suffered damaged
turbines in January.
(Cablephoto•

New Bible
Acceptable
For Everyone

GRO PEER — Lord
ne, first Negro
Britain. leaves his
London with his
Mend a session of
e of Lords. He is a
let .Indies cricketer
Ived In London sevi. He also in a govthe British Broadng Company

Whole

TIDE XK

han 28 per cent of all
Bonds ever issued are
lading, in the hands of
ilions of owners.

450

Smoked
'Country

Coloring

O11111111111

C

E fi
C°1111
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FROZEN FOODS

390

1-lb.

Center Slice

FIELD FULLY COOKED - Batt

Shank

Sealtest

Ice Milk

49*

43o

gaL

Colonial Brown 'N Serve

31c

Rolls
Jim Dandy

Do Food

50 lbs.

$429
For that Easter Feast
POWDERED - 1 lb.

Red

SUGAR

10 lbs.

Potatoes 49
Yellow

REvNol,DS 18"

WRAP

3 lbs.

Onions
Onions

190

590

10*

Green

CARROTS
Winesap

19°

TEA BAGS

10e

4 lbs.

COCONUT
CHEESE

i9c

Apples

16
"

230

Mussleman's

# 303

ANGEL FLAKE

APPLE
SAUCE

25o

31-oz.

VELYEETA

Grapefruit
2for 15*

BLACK
PEPPER
WESSON OIL

2 lbs

4-oa.

48 oz

39*
89*

Dwitcan-flitites.

MORTON

STOKELY

2/39*

McCormick

HOUSE

LAYER CAKE MIX

Baked
Beans
STEELE'S

WATER APLENTY

ST. LOUIS, Mo. UPI-Readings
on the radar screens at Lambert
LONDON UPI -The Automobll Airport Sunday night had police
Association's book of France and firemen up a tree.
A kite broke loose from its
published today, believes tha
lots of water, inside and out, is pilot and lodged in a tree near
the antidote for too much alcohol. the airport, trailing 1,800 feet of
In case of hangover the book string in the air-and inteferIng
with the approach pattern of insuggests:
• "Lots of water before you sle- coming aircraft.
Police and firemen wound up
ep and when you wake, breakfast
and a brisk walk after a cold the string and climbed the tree
to get the kite out.
shower.P P

Try New Banana Supreme Cake Mix

q1111111

DEL MONTE

Peaches
JELL-0 3-gs. 1

MIRACLE

DEL MONTE

PRIDE OF ILL.

Asparagus

Pride of III.

I

25c

#1

as to the palN• devil thot it
ALAisAMA GIRL - 22-os.

rhe more you

drive it for
lever change
Out of style.I
nuch to look
o big floshy

Sweet Pickles

490
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ROMS& PRAM— AtAiutilip Giovanni. Iktusente: vt 141113101*
papal chaplain who left the priesthood to get married. poses
with his bride. the former Glovseins Csrlevaro. in Rome.
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adies'

4
1(

100% Nylon Stretch

Fi

VALUE FESTIVAL

4t1Kl
ub
way
held
New
act

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

Ladies' Ottoman
Ladies'

Ladies'

Tuck
Shifts

/

Bra Shifts

Outkv..s

Plaid Suit

8788

1366

ty-ee
gut

90)211i

Pa
Aldati

2

66

Ion,
Nors
Medd
Smitl
et, ID
lath3
Suset
es. I.
Ideas
Fend

$354

33
Ladies' short sleeve shifts.

Sizes 8-16. Checks, prints and solids.
Colors: Blue,Green,Pink, Red and Navy

Ottoman tuck, Cowl collar,
Mandarin collar and Jewel

$ 266

up

Many one-piece body styles and
colon ornament press fabrics.
3/6x and 7/14

Men's Linebacker Fastback

JEANS

444

Colors: Tropicana
Desert Sand and
Cinnamon.

Diaper Sets

Duster
Dress

-

and up

Barry

Surds
Mrs.'
romps
Kai
the CI
Club,
Reit
t
nriix

Beaver
and pl
The
ray Ph
divisloi
mganti
nine g
act.
(Sss
.0thei
Cluded
era, N.
era, N.
LI= C
ceived,
(NMI
from ti
Iirkaey
Lager
Junior
ir and
'Judge
ad of
Extensi
Pennyri
olyn Pi
Music.

Stretch nylon, stripe sleeveless top,
solid color step-in Jamaica. Floral,
print and solid crop tops with solid
colas' poplin shorts. Colors: Pink.
Blue,Gold and Mint. Sizes: 7-14,
Sizes 3/6x
870 to $2.66.

,

Me? s Permanent Press

Poplin
Jacket

Shirts

8

66

Assorted plaids, blue,greee.geid
rust curtain waist with beemed
bottoms. Sizes 28 to 36.

Values to $6.00
NOW ONLY

254

"r"..V1111111)
,

Mm's Short Sleeve

Permanent press in a wide
selection of checks, plaids,
solids, tatersalls. Regular
and button-down Ivy
amedels.

Anas
Beane
Greer,
grove,
Sank
Twice
Oth.
were
Cartel

IN A SAFARI
OF COLORS

Hand embroidered boy and girl. Many styles in
assorted colors Many in Permanent Press.
Sizes: —Take me home" to 24 Months.

Colors: Navy,
Yellow and P.

DEW
All

HATS

Jamaica Sets
$157 8354
to

354

$433
$533

Outla
Rhon

2 Piece

177
to

Sport & Dress

Permanent Press
50% Fortrel,
50% Cotton

Set the beautiful selection of the
latest spring hats. Beautiful
styles for every occasion.

SIZES 8%1 I.

$4.33

MAASAI
2 Piece

Dress

Color WHITE

Nylon Hose

and Coral. 90% Acetate,
10% Nylon. Misses' 8-18.
Womens' 141424412

SIZES 32-38

LADIES'

neck. Back zip. Colors:
Mint, Blue, Beige, Yellow

Smart and Sporty ledies' shifts, skeveiess &
short sleeve styles in inch fabrics as linen,
seafarer and 65% Dacron/ 35% Cotton.
They come in solids, plaids and checks.
Buttons, bows,lace and belt put
the final touch on these shifts for spring.

One Piece

Li suit. Charter plaid tunic top and
hex pleat skirt. Colors: Red/
Wh' e / Navy, Brown/Beige/White.
Sizes 7 - 15. Reg. $9.44.

Zip front, two pockets.
Choose from navy. lemon
and oystesecolors.

Sport Coats

& Blazers

16io"
8
1766
Sizes 36 to 46

vy Slacks
50% Polyester - 50% Cotton

SIZES: S-M-L-XL

SIZES 38 to 46

66

Blue, Brown or
Brass Colors.
4.

A Regular $6 Value!

Boys'

Sport
Suits

Boys ivy

for the Boys

SLACKS

Sizes 29.38

Boys' Permanent Press

Sport Coats

50% Polyester, 50% Cotton.
Trim fit with tight oxford
hemmed bottoms in brass,
blue or loden. Sizes 6 to
18 in Regular Of Slims.

Boys' 3 to 7 slack sets in 77% Cotton
and 23% Polyester. Solid slacks withzip fly. Woven gingham button down
shirts and matching belts. Colors
Blue, Tan,Green and Brown.
Boys' 3 to 7 double and single
breasted sport coats. Fully
lined, hack pockets. Fabric
Galy &.Lord and Rayon
Noosed'. Colors: Blue,
Bronze, Corn and Gold.

IN SIZES 6 to 12

SIZES 3 to 7

ACRES ')F FREE PARKING
to

•
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D96 Nylon Stretch

ITS ALL

2
$3

8

66

54

SIZES 32-38
Color WHITE

IATS

'Xirksey 4.11 'SEEN & HEARD .
Club Places
First, Show

TIMES

—
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Hospital Report

KestInsled Prom Pais Own)
ideas which they generated
somewhere at some time and
hold to them regardless of how
fallacious they might be.

Census — Adults .... 103
Census — Nursery ... 5
Admissions, March 31, 1969
Herbert Brinn, 809 Waldrop
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Jo Ann McLeod, Route 2, Murray; Mrs.
A person has to have an opep
Worothy E. George, Route 2,
Kirksey 4-11 Club won the mind. For instance we
Cadiz; Mrs. Pamela Rogers and
lambasf't'lub Act division in the Callo- ed Al Capp along
baby boy, 1609 Locust Drive,
with the
way County 4-H Variety Show other speakers at MSU
Murray; Mrs. Carol McDougal
this
held Friday night, March 28, at week. We understand now
and baby girl, 1006 Payne
that
St.,
New Concord. The title of the he made a good talk filled
Murray; Miss Pamela Turner,
with
act was "How Weslilegan". Thir- common sense. Dick Gregory
Route 7, Benton; Baby boy
ty-seven 4-H members from performed as we figured.
Poyner, Route 2, Hazel; John
Kirkaey were in the act which
Myers, 1206 Poplar, Murray;
consisted of 13 boys and 23 The Weeping Willows are
Robert Bray, Box 61, Hazel;
girls.
green. The small Post Oak conMrs. Mary E. Cottom, Gen. Del.,
Participating
were Kenny tinues to retain its leaves. The
Bezel; Walter R. Key, 414 So.
Atdams, Stacey Adams, .1111 Fat Iron Oak gave up its last year's
8th Street, Murray; Emmett
sell, Cindy Hill, Toni* McCal- leaves a couple of weeks
Washburn, 406 North 4th St.,
ago.
fon, Diane Harrison, Melanie When warm weather comes
Murray.
to
Norwood, Roger Potts, Karen stay, we figure the old leaves
on
Dismissals
Sledd, Bobbie Smith, Mark the little Post Oak will drop
Edward Phillips, 1307 OverSmith, Janet Usrey, Terry Wy- off in one day's time.
by Street, Murray; Robbie Branatt, Donna Adams, Darrell Bean,
don, Route 4, Murray; Mrs. NeRECALCITRANT French President Charles DeGaulle and PresiKathy Broach, Margaret Greer, Few Insects seen thus far.
va Manning, 1108 Elm, Murray;
On"TROJAN HORSE" Tanks camouflaged as small bulldozers are
dent Nixon have a word at the White House during Dc
Suzette Hughes, Paul Ross Jon- ly a few gnats.
a new -Trojan Horse"
Mrs. Janet Latham and baby
gimmick cf the U.S. Marines' 3rd Division in the
Gaulle's trip to attend the Eisenhower funeral.
es, Larry Lawrence, Margaret
Khe Sanh area of South Vietnam. The'
boy, 320 East Street, Mayfield;
idea is. Communist gunners will be unlikely to waste
Il(cCallon, Martha McCallon, Frogs out in full strength last
shells on "construction" machines.
Sirs. Barbara Coy, Route 1, Dex
glenda McLeod, Sherri McKin- night
in Indians is partially derived ter; Mrs. Betty Hess, 1803 Oak
Sey, James Nichols, Marion
PHILADELPHIA - 8 business CHICAGO - Five
Street, Hopkinsville; Master Mifrom her own background.
policemen trousers,
Outland, Barbara Pierce, Dianne Mrs.
Richard T. Waters brought
"I am part Indian myself - cheal Hill, Route 6, Murray; firms here may give youngsters wearing pistols and nightsticks
Rhoades, Kerry Stone, and Va- in a long
The police wanted the youths,
stalk yesterday bearOsage and Cherokee," she said. Mrs. Lula Kyle To Cony. Div), a oust by "adopting"a city high entered a South Side home to a pop group called
nessa Stom.
The Dontays,
ing two Amaryllis, lighter in
703
school.
Murray
The
Crt.,
idea,
Murray
as
"There
; Mrs.
presented confront five youths wearing be- to play at a Saturday night
is a look about
Also taking part were Alan color than
dance.
Minnie
by
ours, but a beautiful
Thacher
Whitney
,
Route
Longstreth, execu- ards, satin shirts and printed
1, HardIndians that fascinates me, a
Armstrong, David Beane, Terry plant.
The Dontays said they would
She says the blooms come
primitively savage bone structure in; Mrs. Bessie Coles, Route 2, tive director of the Philadelphia
Beane, Becky Burchett, Donald out two
if
the
police would form a rock
at a time and bloom for
Hazel; Albert Youngerman, 15- Chamber of Commerce, is for
and beautiful coloring."
Greer, Gary Harper, Bob Har- some
band and join them. The police
time. We appreciate the By STEPHEN H. GARDNER
officials of the adopting firm to to students and jobs for some
Art was not her earliest E3 Locust Drive, Murray.
grove, Randy Hill, Barry Jo- big bulb
also and will plant it
provide incentive and guidance members of the graduating class- agreed, and are calling their groDALLAS (UPI) - Mention creative interest. • She began
seph, Sandra Starks, Jerry tight
up "The South Side Fuzz."
es,
away.
Texas
to
lot
a
of
people
and
playing the piano at the age of
Tucker and Keith Smith.
5
4
they
conjure
up pictures of oil three in Bentonville. Ark., with a
Others in the Kirksey act Bulbs Sr.
particularly remuner- rich cattlemen and vast concert
career as a goal.
were Kathy Billington, Karen ative since
all you do is plant wasteland of prairie country
71i1'..ki."I can still hear things in my
Carter, Billy Dale Smith, and them and they
.
,.•,7
...
,•
come up year inhabited by a few gophers
and head I want to do on the piano,
Barry Harrison. Miss Becky after year
/
bearing the news fewer people.
'
i
t
but I can't perform them now. It
°:
Burchett was the narrator and that Spring
Mr11
/
1
;
4
1 /#0e,
ii .
!
is either on the
'.
Pk
Of course there are some would take me three years to get
Mrs. Thyry Crawford the ac- way or here all
ready.
prairie
lands
companist!
and oil rich back in shape," she said.
cattlemen and perhaps even a
Kent McCuiston, member of There are a few
Rual Askew, who for 17_
times in life
few left like the one overheard years WaS* art critic- for The
the Calloway County 4-H Teen when a fellow is cut
down to remarki
Club, won the Speciality Act.
ng to his wife, "Culture? Dallas Morning News and was
size, we mean really cut down
Honey, if we ain't got it, we'll one of the original editors of
Krit Stubblefield of the New to size.
Art
Oeincord Victors 4-H Club and
buy us some."
Form magazine, says of Miss
EMGE'S
Jimmy Burkeen of the Eager Such was the case the
But besides tall tales, Texas is Gilbert:
ARMOUR'S FROZEN
other
Beavers 4,H Club, tied for 'te- -day when we were helping
also producing its share of fine
"She is a rare creature, a
to
nd place in the specialty act. admit someone to the
natural who communicates
hospital. artists.
The "Cram 4-H Club" in MurOne of these is Martha things that no amount of
ray placed 2nd in the Club Act The young lady, who
was about Gilbert, 37, a raven haired, green studying can give one," he said.
division. Their act was entitled 19, says she wanted to
ask us eyed Dallas artist who has "She is very dedicated and has
"Wanted a Wife". Six boys and some questions for
the hospital combined realism with had a rather phenomenal nse in
nine girls participated in the records. She thought
Ib.
that we abstraction to, in the words of art. She has a heavy demand for
act.
were entering the hospital and one ad. critic, "establish a rather her work which ranges up to
(See Pictures on Pegs 14)
her first question was "Are you phenomenal rise in art."
$1.500.
SLICED FOR CHOPS
,.
&Other club acts entered in- on Medicare?"
*,
Essentially she is self-taught
"She has the quality that
SOUT
HERN
STAR
iTuded The New Concord SeekPainting became a serious makes a star, but she knows
ers, New Concord Eager Beav- We were sitting there waiting interest to her in 1960.
nothing about the money end of
ers, New Concord Victors, and for her questions, but when
"I strive for a simplicity in it. She is.. like a child about (("- ----_canned
she
Lynn Grove 4-H Clubs. All re- asked this one it took us
so by my work - only what is needed that," he added.
ceived a blue ribbon.
suprise that we broke out to communicate and no more,"
SLICED, SMOKED
Askew said her work is in
Othek Speciality Acts were laughing. We told her that
. ./
we she said in her apartment-studio many collections throughout the
from 141e Murray "Cram" Club, were not eligible for
0.2`31\ Y
Medicare, surrounded by muted southwest, California. New
Eirksey, New Concord Seekers, but that it was just.
the news- landscapes, portrait work and York. Illinois, and that she will
Lager Beavers, Lynn Grove paper business that made
us vividly colored paintings typical be introduced this season in Los
Junior High, Lynn Grove Jun- look that way.
of her Mexican and Indian Angels and •next year in New
and New Concor'd Victors.
inspired pieces.
York.
Judges for the show consistUR K, Holland - Two local chorSLICED. DIMMED
"The first painting I did sold
"I had a long love affair with
Del Monte
ed of Dennis Goodwin, Area al groups, the "Urker
IL .
Mannen- Mexico," she said. "I have for $125, and I was
really
Extension Agent in Youth, koor Halleluyt" and
the "Mann- troweled a lot there, studied the surprised," she said.
"But I had
can
Pennyrile Area and Mrs. Car- enkoor urk" have
patched up the people and learnyd their my work at several
_
galleries that
olyn Pigs, Music Instructor in quarrel that their
names are too language."
folded and took off with all of
Music.
much alike.
Miss Gilbert said her interest the money.
"I tried for a really good
can
gallery and they wouldn't ever
look at my work. I got
Mandarin
discouraged and wanted to give
up, hut later I got into the good
pkg. I
galleries and have stayed."
oR
The only art instruction she
All-Jerse
pkg. I0°
received was for a brief session_
at an art school in California.
"The most important thing I
r
learned was_how to see .. . how
to observe." she said. "The basic
3 lbs.
reeling now that motivates me in
arts a constant that is always
doeza.
with me, is to communicate with
simplicity."
"If I couldn't paint, I would
SWANSON
feel like half of me was gone."
she commented. "I'll paint as
long as I am able to move."
Del Monte Cut
ANGEL FLAKE
Thrifty Americans will soon
enter the 29th year of U. S.
3-oz. can :
7
Savings Bonds, with a record %smonommlimum
RANT. i
-si
high of more than $52 billion
BLUE BONNET
"
.
4
In E and H Bonds and "Freedom
ROYAL
MINIM
-----..--------....ORISlis
Shares" salted away. The first
na rj
E Bond was issued May I, 1941.
Mit •
A HERO'S LAST RESTING PLACE :The flag flies at half-staff in front of the
library in Abilene. Kan., near the burial place of Gen. Dwight David Eisenho
wer.
REYNOLDS - 18 x25 roll

Self-taught
Texas Gal
Scores lu Art
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HAMS ,,,:s.t.,. .f1.4. BAKING HENS 43c
ts..,,z
,... '.'
... %
, eo.
v

Whole _ _ _ l
Butt End _ 16.
Shank End lb. 49'

5,4 -

HAms PORK 1.01Nib69
, PORK . CHOPS an
so.24 490 SMOKED
jowls

4 lbs. _ __ $3.79

N1.1%6"

SPICED PEACHES
APPLE RINGS

#303

ORANGE SEGMENTS _

35°

—

4V

SLAW
RADISHES
CORN
POTATOES(NEW)
LEMONS

9
29
3

CHICKEN BROTH

19°

COCONUT

490

SOUR CREAM
8_,,. 3g0
`asFREKRAE
T. 8-be
NGHDRt
ssits.N6
irwa's
.......,.
2 Fo.4q0
....:;:k.., 490

GREEN BEANS _ _ --"3 49° am ,.

PRODUCE ..s.

.4.4",. . . . x, GELATIN
OLEO 1,..,il
‘i._.
2lbs. 490
590 FOILRAP---90
WESSON OIL
0
WHIT
E
EGGS
is..
3
48-oz. 83f

...,,-

;
---

ctn.

550

•

V

Vernors

oR 29°

,

I

‘

'

e t,,
.1

tiii,L. As N.,.....

GINGER

ALE I2-oz. bottles — — —6 Pak

75° EGGS

pkg. 49°

Strollers Strained

HONEY
SEALTEST

ICE MILK
v.

ONG SCOUT HEADING TO MARS M.I1 111(1' 7 IS rtik)\I Ing Mil I iner
6 on a SVC('
aCtali Use liliHietNlarie for the lintteit
ittrreit. to aotible clia'ncem Of learning r9Plge
if the
mysterious planet could harboi• life.

.

WHAT NOW? are In the
thoughts of Mamie Eisenhower as she grieves over
death ;if her husband of S2
years. John and Barbara
want her to live with them
,while helm ambassador tu
Belgium. but It's, too etirly
to make stich dl cision.

..
../.000,11.-,

in Decanter — — — — .-- — — qt. aq°

gallon

,..,........-•

Goldenrod - 1-lb. ctn.
GARDEN SALAD

--

COUPON

COTTAGE CHEESE.

Tovefi
1 g

I
VALLEY VIEW

EVAPR'D APPLES
45°
8 ounces

SUNSET
READY-TO-EAT

PITTED PRUNES
49°
12-oz.

vmealMell.

10(%

-

3W
WITH THIS LOUPON ,

OMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
April 4.
COUPON EXPIRES
REDEEMABLE ONLY Al

nes

/..°

k 0- 0) -

SWANN'S —7 .00$
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•
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Wall Street
Chatter

•

•

TEE LEDGER
WHEELER-DEALERS
MELUN, France UPI -Thieves
who broke into a wine warehouse
here two weeks ago useda wheelbarrow to carry a sate containing
$11,400 in cue and diecks to a
waiting car.
They returned Gendliy Bight
and used the same wheldherrow
to trundle away anewly.inetalled
safe containing eineisr 22,400,

NEW YORK UPI - Investors'
...sensitivity to peace rumors is
not surprising, Shearson, HarnmIll
Co. says, considering that
"buying power is sielling again," lost as it did in the first
emxter of 1968, before the Inpence breakthrough came.
Almost 2 millkoe SeriesE U.S.
With the government committed
to slowing rbern economic grow- Savings Bonds - Miler lost,Molth, an end to the war Ls one of e; damaged or destroyed-have
the few "sbort term bullish fac- been replaced by The Department
tors" investors can look for. of the Treasury in the past 28
Unless something concrete de- years.
velops on the peace front, the
firm rotes, the market is likely
to slip back into "treudlessness
"Freecbm Shares" travel armor a dovmvard drift."
in-arm with U. S. Savings Bonds.
Buy them through the Payroll
Savings Plan, where you work;
In view of the exuberant neon- the"Bond-A-Mwit" Plan,where
..mic ciliate depicted by busi- you bank, or "over the counter"
ness emlicatiors "it is apparent at your tank, in combination with
Eat mitildelletionary riscal and an E Bond of the same or larger
memeres have yet to denomination.
1141111MIO effective," Wiesenber-,
ger investment Report points out.
With' even more restrictive ec- "endangers the system" as it
essornic policies likely to evolve, becomes increasingly difficult to
dm market as a whole remains sell straight bonds, the firm
vulnerable, according to the fi- adds.
rm.

Although it has become fashionable to suggest the pond market is dead, Schietunan Timing
Forecasts points
ints out that the
"very nature of our economic
and institutional arrangements
precludes this possibility." Were it ever not possible to sell
bonds. The firm says, the whole
system =Pahl collapse. The present very high cost ot money
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Will There Be New Alaska Gold Rush? Ron Moody

•

Ripe For
Movie Oscar
S

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent

•-ame

The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Surveys ship, the Surveyor, hem lies
By JONATHAN EDWARDS

at

anchor in Alaskan waters.

HOLLYWOOD UPI-One wishes
England's Ron Moody would win
the Oscar for his performance
as Fagin in "Oliver!" If not because of his magnificent acting,
then because he is an appealing
man,
Balding, his fringe of reddish
hair frames a speckled egg of a
lace and beakish nose,
His accent is working class
British. Definitely not Sir Laurence Olivier.
Moreover he Is not the plastic
actor with pat answers, great
poise and self-assurance. An Orthcebx Jew, Moody was called upon to play Dickens' villain, Fagin,
among the least sympathetic of
literature's bad guys.

GOMD
et. MA
ECM.
Kann
day. 1

Whole
days a

roleum, and Occidental Petrol.l. scout Dog
GO GET 'EM ROT! — A member of
NOME, Alaska--The smell of gold is in the air again in Alaska, um----are reported in Nome minPlatoon fords a stream searching for the enemy while paraing
circles
to
be
considering
a state made famous by the discovery of the precious metal, but
troopers of the 173d Airborne Brigade follow. The dog and
similar operations. Understandwhich has mined very little since World War II.
handler are used to detect enemy positions, booby traps.,
Unlike the gold rush days at the turn of the century, prospec- ably, their plans are clothed in
mine*, tunnel complexes and weapon caches.
tors will not be flocking to the 49th state in excited anticipation secrecy. It is noteworthy, howof quick wealth. For the gold lies in the seabed off Alaska's ever, that offshore permits with
Wrong Characterisation
shores and mining It would be a large scale venture requiring Alaska's Division of L.ancia..naw
"Oliver" has made an intercover approximately three milsubstantial corporate capital.
Pan.'
national star of Moody almost
A
lion
undersea
acres
wrong
of
land.
characterization
wouHowever, the possibility that the dormant gold industry may
"Now I've discovered that all overnight.
• • •
ld have brought Zionist organibe revived by the discovery of significant amounts of undersea
my successful roles have had a Prior to the release of the
SOME
five
to
six
million
zations
and
the
Anti
Defamation
Ad. enough to be profitably finned, is causing excitement in
ounces of gold were recovered League and other Hebrew groups single thread-the characters are splashy musical, Moody Nas unNome.
from the beach at Nome before down on Moody's somewhat scra- megalomaniacs who fail, They known in the United Stales and
Nome was the city where about 2,000 prospectors recovered
have great pretensions and can't just another journeyman actor
the supply ran out. Drilling in wny neck.
Paine, Webber, Jackson and around $1 million in gold dust
live up to them.
in Britain.
Indicative of the government's Norton Sound has uncovered
Instead,
Moody's
portrayal
gaCurtis believes the positive fac- from the beaches in the summer
Interest in the prospects, the gold deposits, but whether In ve the world a lovable scalawag "I also played the governor in Now he is hearing from Amerand
early
autumn
1899.
The
of
tors affecting the oil industry
minable quantities still remains
'Candide' the same way. The ican television and movieproduc-"average daily haul was $20 to U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
who stole the picture and won an
outweight the negatives and sugg- $100
only reason I got the part was I ers. He Is a wanted man.
Ship Surveyor will, for the sec- to be learned. A Geological Sur- Oscar nomination
per man.
for
the
actor.
ests that the investor would be
• • •
was the only comedian who could
ond straight year, conduct vari- vey official said that "undiscovThis, of course, pleases Moo"I
had to play Fagin for laugerable minable resources of the
wise to start iv a buying prosing B flat at the time."
NOME has fallen on dull days ous surveys off Nome.
dy. "I must say it's quite nice
gram of oil stocks at thrs time. since then, when the population
The operation will include order of millions of ounces of hs," said Moody, in Hollywood
to have all these offers coming
Despite numerous problems, the reached 20.000. It is now down echo sounding: which will en- gold may exist off the coast of to co-star with Petula Clark in
Villainy With Laughter
in, And I do owe it all to old
A
la
ska
.
"
NBC-TV.
for
Petula"
of
'Profile
able
oceanographers
aboard the
firm says, oil companies expect to 2.300. Will offshore gold minA.Coast and Geodetic Survey
Fagin. When I first did 'Olieerl'
"He was such a monstrous chship to detect the old beaches
increased domestic demand for ing revive this colorful city?
In keeping with his new-found on stage in London people came
marine geologist said that a aracter in Dickens that
and
stream
beds.
The
Surveyor
he woe! villainy with
For the past few years, the
petroleum products and record
Laughter, Moody will back stage to talk to me. It was
good part of Norton Sound may
be allowed on the screen tofederal government and private will survey the area from June have been
profits in 1969.
play Uriah Heap in a two-hour the first time I realized I was
above water at some
to
September.
companies have been surveying
time during the Ice Ages. day, I played him like I did television special of "David Co- making people happy.
• • •
-Norton Sound, the inland arm
Captain Hook on tour with 'Peter
pperfield." If the Oscar nominee
BOLSTERING the govern- "Where the ebb and flow of the
"It made me enjoy what
of the Bering Sea on which
sea stopped." he explained, "it
gives as much character to the was doing for a different reason,
Nome is situated. They are seek- ment's effort are those of mintended
to
form
beaches and this
role as he did Fagin, audiences For seven years I worked out of
ing in its comparatively shallow ing and oil concerns. They inis where the gold would be co,n- discovered, along with several will be
hard put to remember dedication to acting. Now I'm dotwaters, whose maximum depthclude the American Smelting centrated."
undersea stream channels.
is 200 feet, evidences of son_ and Refining Co.. and the Shell
Will Nome experience another Micawber, the role W. C. Fields ty about the profession and it's
So
three
far,
submerged
merged shorelines and stream Oil Co., which are jointly con- beaches,
made memorable on screen three all the more fulfilling because
possibly five, have been gold rush?
channels. where sizeable ducting a three-month %fitting
decades ago.
Isstarted late inslife."
amounts of gold may have been program in Nprtorr"gound.
deposited a the sea rose and
Three other Major firms -len during the Ice Ages
4,f;.fl t.t;;
J;.c
44or,) • .(t4.f; &f,'4J.:
.
4c.f;
44
Rowan Drilling. American Pet
Central Press Assotxattost Correspondent

P

Thirlem of thy larkory 444 OA meallben who hod
opesktog ports in the Club Ad thet wpm first pima
he NM
Calloway Variety Skew
philoroll

These tee Kirimey 444 ChM members Imre 4reeesel m
loullsem arad P4ior4m tethers hi Wm Club Act AM wee first
pima hi the Catteway Veriety Skew.

hilm liaelry Swami, so the rioM is olehrre4 whit •
•- --from d the Kirksey 444 Club mt. She was the narrater.

they are experimenting wItn
coatings of silica. alumina, Mania and polymer plastic to hold
It together until broken.
"The Mania has been the
most satisfactory.- he said.
The professor said his new
bottle will be ready for marketing in about two years The
glass industry, he said, has
CLEMSON. B.C. (UPI. — shown considerable interest
Clemson University profess°
"I think it will help the glass
says he is developing a self-dis- Industry reclaim some of the
posing bottle which, when business it has lost to aluminum
broken, turns soft and eventu- containers. And the cost is goally melts away—adding a new ing to be approximately the
dimension to delirium trernerus same as present glass, or cheapDr Samuel P Hulbert recent er."
ly received a $54.291 grant from
The professor theorized that
the U S. Department of Health in practice, persons would mereEducation and Welfare to de- ly throw the bottles into the
velop his idea.
trash, as usual, and garbage
Americans discard 26 billion collectors would take them to
bottles a year, Hulbert said. garbage dumps and smash
creating a considerable disposal them, whereupon they would
problem. The professor said he eventually turn into a big
got his idea after seeing cans puddle of water.
and bottles littering the streets
of New York.
Hulbert. a professor of ceramic and metallurgical engineering, said his bottle will be Etringiag In
made with the basic elements Automobiles
of glass, but without the addi.1SHINGTON (I Pt) -- A
tive that prevents normal botnew edition of the pamphlet
tles from dissolving. He said
the bottles would be coated -Automobiles Imported into the
with a waterproof solution to United States.-containingofficial
keep them solid until broken. information for Americans interin bringing home cars purBut when broken, he said.
the bottle would "Hydralize — chased abroad, has been pubmix with the water in the air lished by the Bureau of Customs.
—and become soft and greasy.
If you left a piece lying around A copy may be obtained by
for three or four days it would
sending 15 cents to the S
turn into a puddle of water"
-We have optimized the com- intendant of Documents, U.S
position which will dissolve fast- Government Printing Office,
est, and now we're looking for Washington. D.C. 20402:
the coating," he said "The project Is developing very satisfactorily.
"Silica (sand , soda ash and
lime are the bask ingredients
of glass The soda and solica —
sodium silicate — I.s easily dissolved. so the glass Industry
adds lime to harden it."
Eliminating Liseie_r_
Hulbert said he, another
professor and four graduate
students eliminated the lime
from their bottles to create
their new glass. Now, he said,

Self-Disposing
Bottles Just
Melt Away

Member, of the Chores fee the Kleksiry 441 cisib c5 that was }lest plass In the Cevoity
eft soletwed.

Mrs!. ,
ACADEMIC HOLDUP
Gerry Charlottc Phelps. 3.5,
economics professor at the
Univeraity of Houston, looks
a bit thoughtful in Hoinitoii.
Tex
after her arrest with
three men, all charged with
robbery of a liquor store,
Said -Policy Chief Herman
wort. "Mrs Phelps wan
binning to use the money
taken to buy guns from (7anada." She had been under
.airveillance "because it came
to our attention that she
wan advocating a revolution
and actively attempting to
go out and recr,iiit and cm.
list student!.
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AUTOMOBILES POI SALS

I,RefitOW
-0144111110OW THE

AUTOMOSILLS POO SALO

AUCTION SALO

1958 CHEVROLET white station wagon, V-8 automatic.
Good tires, $125.00. Also 327
motor, $75.00. Phone 753-8074A-3-C

1985 MUSTANG, A-1 shape, AUCTION Sale, Saturday, April
anat sell. Call 753-5825. A-2-P 5, 10:00 a. a. Ma or shine.
At the Herman Taylor farm, 1
1985 PLYMOUTH Fury I, four- mile south of Crossland
, Ky.
door sedan. A clean Paducah Household furniture
of all
car with automatic transmission. kinds. One new
oak bed, anti1961 GMC % ton pick-up V-6, Formerly owned by
a local TV que half bed, 4 antique iron
$395.00, firm. Call Tom after personality. Parker
Ford
Used beds, stove, refrigerator, dinNOTICE
6:00 p. in., 753-8502.
A-3-P Car Dept. Phone 753-3273. A-3Z nette
FOR SALE
IMAL ESTATE POR SALO
set, old table, tin door
RRAL
ATI POR SALM
146LP
WANTED
ILECTROLUX SALES h Ser- HARLEY-DAVIDSO
N Chopper. 2 BEDROOMS: The price of this
1982 FORD Econoline Window pie safe, jugs, jars, churns, disliv
1961
RAMBLE
R. Good fishing
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. Very good condition
, new motor house has just been reduced by THREE-BEDROOM brick boo" WANTED: Short-order night car. First good
Van. A good utility vehicle. ea, utinsels, large kettle, old
offer accepted.
M. Sanders. Phone 3824176, and reconditioned
full air conditioning, all Ark
Apply in person, TreeParker
Ford Used Car Dept. rockers, hand tools, garden tiltransmission, over $1,000! It is a tastefully
See
at
Boone's Cleaners on Main.
tric, large living-dining room
ler, lots of other items. Old
6.11uni114,17.
April-16-C springer front end, flariters bar
's Drive-la, lath & Chest,
Phone 753-5273.
redecorated 2-bedroom frame combination, large kitchen and
A-3-C dressers and
A-LC
chests. Auctioneer,
mounts. Call 753-8199 after located
TFC
within 1 block of the utility storage area, carport, on
GORDON'S
h Fruit Mark- 5:00 p. m.
1967 MUSTANG two-door hard- 1987 FORD %-ton long wheel Shorty McBride, Paris, Tenn.
TFNC South Side Shopping District extra
et, Highway 94, 2 miles west of
large lot Near Robertson WANTED: part-time waitress. top. A local one
base pick-up. It's a Ranger with 50 acres more or leas farm to
owner extra
Eggners Ferry Bridge. Fresh JUST A FEW left: RIC Office Situated on a large tree-covered School. By owner. Call 753-1213 Apply in person, Triangle Inn clean car. It has
a 352 V-8 and automatic trans- be sold by heirs of the estate.
a 289 V-8, aulot.
Restauran
t
Special,
after
3:00
3
dozen
p.
days
Kentucky Lake catfish every
or 753-8973 nights. A-2-O
a.
pens for the
A-3-P
tomatic
transmiss
ion and pow- mission. A local truck with facday. Vine ripe tomatoes, field price of 1 dozen. $10.44 value, A 2-BEDROOM frame located in
tory warranty still in effect.
A-3-C er steering. Factory
Jam.
, K Polk Wan the first
warranty
ARE
YOU
planning
city.
Has
very
buildon
modern
interior
only
$5.88.
Ledger and Times
150 lb. by the basket.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. President wh.) had been
Speaker
and exterior. Electric wall heat. ing a home in the future, U so WANTED: Waitresses full or still in effect. Parker Ford Used hone
gas 29 9/10 per. gal. Office Supply Store.
A4NC
753-5273.
part time. Apply in person to Car Dept. Phone 753-5273. A-3-C
A-3-C
the How.,
Priced
we
have
beautiful
at
nice
only
$10,700.
lots
Wholesale and Retail. Open 7
3 BEDROOMS: A amide WI- southwest of Murray, between Jerry's Restaurant, South lath 1967 COUGAR,
days a week.
two-door hardApril-34-C 10' x 52' TWO-BEDROOM trail- level
with 3 bedrooms. Profes- lath and 18th with water, sew- Street.
A-3-C top. A local one owner
er plus one square acre lot.
car with
sionally designed, viral stair- er, curb, gutter, city school WANTED,
STONE SALES has received a Call 753-4563 days,
DOG MOWAM
ACROSS
Waitress and cook. a 289 V-8. Power steering,
5 Muse of poetry
492-8607
district,
case,
price ranging from Mac &
shipment of Indiana limestone. nights.
formal dining room, firoCOW OUEUN DOW
6.Period of time
brakes,
Ann's Truck Stop Cafe. power
automatic
A-3-C place.
-Talk
1
idly
$2400.00
to $3800.00. No down Phone
A very large home which
A building stone for resident=IUD UMO
(abbr.)
753-8540.
6-Collect
A-15-C transmission and factory air
MOU NOUFJ6
7 Faroe Islands
ial and commercial buildings. NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad- affords the ultimate in privacy payment, small monthly payf'
the 39th Scout Dog
Factory warranty still in effect. 11 Calling
whirlwind
BOOM
es.
Coulter blades and plow and the pleasure of convenient ments.
WANTED: Part time office help. Parker Ford Used
Call 753-3754 after 5:00 p. m.
he enemy while para.
MOO °BM 09BOU
Car Dept. 12-Amend
8-Likely
Siete Pogue, Fast Highway 94, points. Get our price before you living. Call now for a showing WE ALSO have large lot at Permanent resident, eighteen Phone 753-5273.
14-Coniunction
WHIM OMMMO
9-Hind tart
follow. The dog and
A-3-C 15-District
buy.
Panorama
Vinson
years
of
this
Murray, Ky.
old
fine
Shores
in
home.
Tractor
or
for
your
MOOR
vaover.
DOM MOU
10-Adventur
Company
Interview
ous
A-5-C
,
Satwitions, booby traps,
Germany
753-4892.
ii Shed for sheep
IMOD
1964
BOO
PONTIAC
Grand
May-1-C COLONIAL STYLE new brick cation home or your retirement urday morning 9:30
Prix
with 17-Brblical 'Feed
12:00.
1tkPPY BIRTHDAY! We know
(pA-)
MOMUU ODA
home located on Doran Road. borne. Price $1200 to $1800.00. Bunny Bread Co. 206% East air, $650.00. Phone 436-2323.
13-Rent
18-Spread tor
BOO MOURP IRMU
EASTER PUPS
it will be a happy one if the
This home h-as many modern No down payment, small mon- Main, Murray, Ky.
16 Unusual
drying
A-LC
A4C
OUR
MOUE/ WOU
A.
K.
C. REGISTERED Dash- conveniences: built-in
gifts come from the Wishing
er" has made an inter
19-Faces of clocks
20-Begin
applian- thly payments.
000 10000M NUR
21 -Rockfish
1966 FORD Country Squire Sta- 23-Inlet
star of Moody almost
Well in Western Auto. A-2-C shunt Perry McClarney, 312 ces, snack bar, separate eating FOR ALL your Real Estate
LOST AND POUND
1
22-Score
So. 15th., 753-7116.
tion Wagon, nine passenger. A 24-Wite of Geraint 25 Eats to lose
it.
A4C area, 2 baths, central heat and needs call or see Freeman
37-Land
49-Trace
PUG
26.611ountain
GLT
RID
DOG, light brown, in Stel- solid Kentucky car with
of pests. they won't
weight
surrounded
to the release of the
52 Lamprey
power
air conditioning, and many more Johnson, Southside Shopping
nymph
27 Tropical fruit
by water
la-Kirksey area. Last seen wear- steering, power brakes and
leave on their own Termites so A COMPLETELY eqiupped trailSA-Before
musical, Moody "as
Center,
fac- 211-Noya Scotia
extras.
Murray,
(0.)
Kentucky
35-50und
er.
,
Perfect
for
ing flea collar. Answers to name tory air. Parker Ford
right on eating if you ignore
camping, also
57-Note of
30-Cellege OttICLIOS
(abb.
Used Car
Phone 753-2731.
in the United Sbres and
A
BETTER
40-Fwels
than
average
3
-bedA-4-C
a
1983
scale
GMC
32-Wanders
pick-up, V-8 with
them Kelly's Peat Control is the
of "Pug.sy". Call 489-3931.
Sedate
Dept. Phone 753-5273.
41•Rips
other journeyman actor
A-3-C 29
34-5re5k suddenly
SS-Steamship
31-Malie bigger
answer, locally owned and op- camper. Call Terry Yates 436- room brick almost completed in 150' x 175' LOT. Water and
44-0epart
A-2-C
36-Apothoca
(abbr.)
ry'
Keeneland Subdivision. Large
In.
1966 FALCON four-door sedan. 33.Dregs
ranted for 20 years. We can be 2157.
A-4-P
47-Mental image
60-Prefix: not
"VW (PI-)
rooms throughout, formal din- Sewerage on it. For quick sale, LOST: On south side of town, A clean automobi
35-Singing
ie is hearing from Amer-g\
eMd
le
hours
34
with
day.
$2,150.00
a
autolilt's
.
Phone
voice
435-5582.
TEN
ing area, attached garage.
DOLLAR
evision and movie produc-'''
small
Confedera
dog,
te
white with black and matic transmission. Parker Ford
a pest call us. Phone 753-3914.
36-Far
A-2-C brown spots, name
bills, excellent condition. The AN EXCEPTIONAL buy on tois a wanted man.
Fluffy. Phone Used Car Dept. Phone 753-5273. 39 Bread
Mcmber Chamber of Commerce
real
thing,
day's
market.
Moo$5.00.
pleases
ingredient
This
course,
753-4729.
3-bedroom
Phone 753of
A-3-C
and Builders Amen:M*10n LCPA-3-C 42-Rupees (abbe)
3113 after 5:00 p. in.
must say it's quite nice
A-3-P brick is located on an extra
1116. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
43-Gastropo
d
LOST: Pi Bette Phi Sorority 1966 VOLKSWAGEN,
TO MAKE LOAN
mollusk
all these offers coming
square
Se. 13th Street, phone 753-3914. 9% FOOT wooden sailboat and large lot in the Robertson
pin,
arrow
duck
shaped
45-Pintail
back
with ruby
School district and provides an,
sedan, green, 24,000 miles.
I I do owe it all to old
46•6Sohammedan
WA-2.0 trailer. Completely recondition- abundance of mace
WASHINGTON IRO - The shaft, either at Big K or Holi- Phone 753-8163.
for a growWhen I first did 'Oliver!'
name
A.4-C
ed last summer, $135.00. Ptione ing
day
Inn.
Reward. Phone 75$4I-Haste
Internati
family.
The
onal
price
SALLY'S
is
only
Monetary
in-laws
coming.
Fund
people
came
London
She
in
e
753-1970._
1967
50-Nahoor
.COM
shin;
ET
4551
Capri,
or
two-door
436-2365. says it is providing up to $4
A-3-C
didn't fluster-cleaned the Sir
age to talk to me. It was
51 Manufactured
hardtop. A local one owner car
FOR
million
THE
discrimin
to
pets
53-Challenge
ating
help
buywith
Blue
Guyana
14
meet
Lustre.
FT.
Rent
CAMPER trailer. Ideal
it time I realized I was
LOST: Large gray stripe cat with automatic transmission. 55-Sentor (slab )
4ctric shampooer $1. Western for camping anywhere. Com- er, this contemporary home will its bills and $2.5 million for Has
people happy.
Kansas mbies tags. Phone Factory warranty still in effect. 56 Scoffs
satiety
Sierra
your
,
requireme
Leone
nts.
!Ito
to
Lodraw
Store.
59-Changes
upon. 753-8746.
A-3-C plete with ice box, sink, closet
made me enjoy what
1TC Parker Ford Used Car Dept. 61 Small
cated
The
fund,
in
beautiful
surroundi
in
making
ngs
and bedding. $350.00. Phone
announceng for a different reason.
valleys
WELL kept carpets show the
A-3-C
with over 1 acre of land. Feat ments Friday, said Guyana may LOST: MAN'S RITIPOLD, on Phone 753-5273.
753-178T,
62-Pitchers
A-3-C
yen years I worked out Of
results of regular Blue Lustre
ures found here are: cathedral have a smaller rice crop this 4th Street, Tuesday, between
Ion to acting. Now I'm dotDOWN
niot cleaning. Rent electric BEAUTIFUL WHITE registered ceilings, large recreation room year because of bed weather, 12 noon
and 5 p. in. Reward o 1984 BUICK Wildcat convertit the profession and it's
shampooer $1 Big K.
1 Pother or
A-5-C male Pekingese, 3 years old. formal dining room, living room. but that Sierra Leone's finances $25.00 offered if billfold
ible. It's a four-speed with a
more fulfilling because
rnothirr
Very friendly. Wonderful pet. den, 2% baths, and many, many showed "a major improvement" contents
are returned to W. A. Mall that Makes it Move Out
2 Railroad
BELT'ONE factory fresh hear- $35.00.
si late inslife."
since 1988 because of a rise in Cunningham,
Call 753-4489 after 8:00 others.
(abbe.)
Parker
Ford
Used
Car
1624 Magnolia.
Dept.
ing aid batteries for all make p. m.
31tornan bronco
A-3-C KEENELAND Subdivision of- exports, particularly diamonds. daytime phone 753-6831; night Phone 753-5273.
A-3-C
4 Afternoon
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
*
fers a 3-bedroom brick with 2
*0 4'4
parties
Distr. by United Fr tore Syndicate, Inc. 2
phone
753-6057.
A-4-C
H-ITC PORTABLE electric sewing ma- baths and a completel
y equipchine, $40.00. See Mrs. Toy
ped kitchen. Beautifully decofaISE'S Wheel Alignment, 3rd Phillips,
210 So. 16th Street or rated with expensive
drapes inand Olive will be closed all day phone
753-3016.
A-3-P cluded. Central heat and air.
on Saturday, starting April 5th.
1,1
",tX
ITC GREY NIGHTCRAWLEILS and Back yard has chain link fence.
(LeOU MAKE ME
q01) KNEW LUG? WAS GONG TO BECAUSE ,OU'RE 50 VUU4ERAOLE,
IN
THE
Robertso
n School disRed Worms. Be sure and try
PEOPLE 040
Foot. c/ou, AND YET 'IOU LET NER
r MAD, CkARuE
THAT'S WS-IV! I'M(AIR FRIEND, AND
these Grey Nightcrawlers! For triot, a well planned 3-bedroom
FOR RENT
HATE ME
ME
brick.
Central heat and air-conthis vicinity the Grey Night,
BROWN !
DO IT, AND YOU KNOW WHY ?
YOU MAKE ME MAD WNEN yOt) LET
ditioning, private patio. Locat4-BEDR0011 one panelled) two- crawlers are very new. They
are
YOURSELF BE FOOLED LIKE -THAT
story brick aowe for rent. New resistant to beat and to es. ed on a choice corner lot.
&tie
gas furnaci, carport, large utili- For your bait needs, Call 79$- ALSO id the Robertson
ty. Excellent location, 1000 2450, or see Lee Smith on the district, a Colonial style 3-bedSlorp Street. Available April New Concord Highway. Watch room brick featuring an attractive entry hall, extra lwge
5,Ley is at 205% N. 10th St. for the signs.
TFNC
living room and dining area,
Murray. Write Bob Gass, 1618'
S. W. 10th Street, Ft. Lauder- TREAT RUGS right, they'll be well planned kitchen, lots of
dale,
Phone 524-5341. TFC a delight if cleaned with Blue closet space, carpeting, central
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer heat and air conditioning, Large
OFFICE SPACE, % Wrack from $1. Big K.
patio, chain link fence around
Court House. Newly carpeted
the back yard.
and paneled, central air condi- TREAT YOURSELF to a gift of A NEW BRICK home
near Altioning. Phone 753-7112. A-3-C beauty and distinction. Table of inn Heights. 3 bedrooms
, dining
half-price gift items. Complete area, central heat, and
carpetTWO-BEDROOM duplex apart- new line of picture
framing ing throughout. Ready for imCarpeting and air-condi- Visit The Gallery, one
block mediate occupancy, possession
tr
Eitit
ng, $00.00 per month. Call from Five Points on Mayfield
with deed.
753-5421 after 5 p. m.
TFC Hwy. Hours, 12-5 daily. A4 BEDROOMS: Have you been
looking for a house with a TireTHREE-ROOM furnished apart- RETAIL LUMBER YARD
and place?
We have just the one.
ment Adults only. If interested building supplies located
near This
brick house is located close
call 753-5870.
A-3-C
large
industrial
plant
in
west
r 0111ft ilkor.or
to the University and has 4 bedNEW 2-BEDROOM apartment Kentucky. Buy stock, only ap- rooms, 2 bahs, den, living
room,
proximate
$18,000
ly
Rent pro- large
ceramic tile bath, air conditionkitchen, built-in applianperty, retiring. Contact: Byering. Phone 753-7457.
A-7-C
ces.
Priced at only $24,500.
finder, Sikeston, Missouri. ITC
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SPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick sitH,QUSE TRAILER, 10' x 50%
uated on a 30 acre tract, 1 mile
GOING
TO
FLORIDA
eWtric heat, air conditioned,
? Get your
from the South city limits.
$65.00 per month, Phone 75$- beach towels from us. Free de\
There are many opportunities in
livery.
Phone 753-1993.
7856 or 753-6231.
A-4-C the
A-7-C
development of this proTWO-BEDROOM trailer, air con- TWO YOUNG hereford bulls. perty.
A.G.?
A NEW 4-bedroom brick home
4../baditioner, $50.00 per mont h. Call 753-3599 after 4:00 p.
One small 1-bedroom trailer,
A-4-C on Magnolia Drive with beauti$38.00 per month. Phone 4801951 FORD tractor. Call 753- ful interior design. All of the
3623.
A4C 4858.
A-4-P latest conveniences are included in this home.
2 FARM HOUSES for rent, 7%
ANTIQUE trunks, bells, pots, 5 BEDROOMS: Just listed, a
mike from town. CAII 753-4679
jars, bottles of all kinds. Home- home for the large family. This
afttlr 5:00 p. in.
A-4-P made pot
hanger trees. Willie' unusually attractive home conAU- RIGHT, SUE, I GIVE UP.
TOOL RENTALS: Mowers, ro- Place, just off 121, on Potter, tains 5 bedrooms, formal dinCALL IN THE POLICE AHO TELL
tor tillers, skill saws, senders, town Rd., Hwy. 614.
A-4-C ing area, 2 bath rooms, lerge
THEM I FOR6ED THE PLAY
living room, den. Chain link
drills, floor buffers, auto bid
TO READ LIKE ONE OF
fence with attractive hedge infern paint sprayers. Rent by
SHAKESPEARE'S.
cluded in landscaping.
hour or by day Call Bilbrey
UMW!, OPFINUID
AFTER AL.1., I'VE
LOTS: We have numerous ideal753.4817.
TFC
HAD
NW MOMENT
ly
located
building
lots,
some
HORSES: At stud, 2 registOF GLORY
ered 5 gaited stallions, Pre- are wooded.
litIMITID TO RANT
miers Pride by Stonewall Pre- DUE TO the many homes that
mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by we have sold during the past
few weeks, this is an opportune
VANT'ED: One or two-bedroom Majestic Ensign. Top
breeding
=furnished house out of city
hi USA. One registered Welch time to list your home with us
limits on paved road. Must have pony, show
for quick sale. With warm weatype. Sales-Trainrunning water and bath_ Rant
ther approaching, there will be
ing-Boarding.
Blackwell
Sta- a large
O
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and
demand for various
bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
air for Mary.
types of
7FNC 7534071.
Mafth-31-C terested homes. If you are inin trading, selling or
WILL DO oil changes, oil filt- buying, consult with us.
ers, lubrications and car washREALTY & Insurance
es. L D Workman Oil Co., 408 Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
South 4th.
A0-C Ky. 753-4342; Home phones:
Donald It Tucker 753-5020,
tits 7 cot.
FOR GOOD and quick TV en Bobby Grogan 753-4978,
99.999 99)
-- AT THIS WERR'Y MOMENT, IS
kos figure.
radio service, call Bilbrey's 753- Dailey, Jr., 7538702. W. Paul
-THE TZEREAL THAT MADE
will be sold in front of
5617.
GONG ON SALE ALLOVER THE
MAMILRICANS PATRIOTIC!
A-3-C
HEW HESS HESS HARRTHANKS TO
VOU,LOYALOVSKY,WILL ITT
4-BEDROOM brick house, 2-bedPATR'OATS!!
BEAUR I FIJIrooms paneled, newly decorated
THE FIRST BOWL IN THE
WANTED TO BUY
than week, while they
throughout. Located 3% miles
ME -KREMLIN!!
from
WANTED: Good, used air conMurray on Coles Camp
last!
ditioner. Call 753-7650 after Ground Road, 100 yards off
Also Sold at
3:00 p. in.
A-9-NC Highway 641. Priced reasonable.
Phone 753-2347 or 753-8584.
A-2-C
WANTED: Used mesh side baby
play pen and stroller. Phone THREE-BEDROOM brick. Bath
753-7292.
A-3-C and half, central heat and air.
just Off Hwy. 641
Carpeted throughout. Built-in
4} miles north of Murray
WANTED: Ledger & Times Tappan range and dishwasher.
Notice Signs
newspapers dated' March 31. In city school district. See this
Call 753-1561
Please bring by Ledger & Times house before it is placed in
office:
• ----•
A4NC Real Estate hands. Phone 753- 4
• 'moo
her*
"
4518 after 5:00 p. In.
lit..1114,1•• memo'
A-7-C
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
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EARN 5.13% PER YEAR
WITH A
GOLDEN PASSBOOK
ACCOUNT
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